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Abstract 

IMPROVED FISCHER-TROPSCH SYNTHESIS BY THERMAL 

MANAGEMENT OF THE CATALYST 

Seyed Amir Jafari Ghoreshi, PhD 

The University of Texas at Arlington, 2021 

Supervising Professor; Dr. Frederick MacDonnell 

The research in this dissertation consists of a novel catalyst design which is aimed 

at helping manage the temperature instabilities and heat-transfer within a catalyst 

particle and maintaining an isothermal temperature distribution throughout the 

catalyst bed, with the goal of improving control on the rate of reactions and tuning 

the chain propagation that leads to having high yields of desired products (liquid 

alkanes C5-C22) while suppressing undesirable competitive reactions (WGS, 

Boudouard) and consecutive byproduct formation (alpha-Olefin, Oxygenates, and 

tail gas C1-C4) during the Fischer-Tropsch synthesis (FTS). Comparing FTS 

performance of the thermally modified catalysts and core-shell (CS) composite 

structure catalyst with a conventional catalysts and egg-shell (ES) catalyst resulted 

in higher productivity with a maximized oil selectivity in thermally modified and 

core-shell catalysts with tither product distribution due to the better thermal 

management of the catalyst bed in such a highly exothermic reaction. 
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Chapter 1 

IMPROVED FISCHER-TROPSCH SYNTHESIS BY 

THERMAL MANAGEMENT OF THE CATALYST 

1.1. Introduction 

It is estimated that over 143 billion cubic meters of natural gas, 3.5% of the 

total annual production and 19.8% of US natural gas consumption, is flared 

annually at oil-producing sites around the globe resulting in the addition of over 

350 million tons of carbon dioxide to the atmosphere with no benefit to 

humankind.1 Flaring such a large volume of natural resources that could be used to 

enhance economic growth is not a sustainable practice. This is primarily due to 

issues associated with capturing and, more importantly, transporting natural gas 

from the oil field to the population center.  Pipelines are expensive to build and 

maintain, but it should be noted that if these stranded natural gas reserves could be 

transformed into liquid hydrocarbon fuels, then transport via trucks and railways 

for this now more valuable liquid transportation fuel could be realized and this 

resource used for a benefit. Similarly, much of the US natural gas reserves are found 

in locations from where it is not in areas with pipeline networks, and the 'stranded' 

natural gas is essentially unusable for anyone. The technology to convert natural 

gas to liquid fuel (GTL) already exists via a combination of known chemical 

processes, such as alkane steam reforming (ASR), autothermal reforming (ATR), 

partial oxidation (PO), and Fischer–Tropsch synthesis (FTS).  The problem is that 

it is difficult to scale down these processes to a 'portable' 500-2000 bbl/day 
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operation in an economically feasible manner, as most such GTL operations are 

several billion-dollar investments.2 To summurize, the gas flaring emits methane, 

carbon dioxide, and soot, but its capturing is “low hanging fruit” in delivering net 

zero emition.  

1.2. Gast to Liquid Process and Fischer-Tropsch Synthesis Overview 

The FT refers to German scientists and engineers Franz Fischer and Hans 

Tropsch, who catalytically developed the process of converting what so lately 

called syngas from gasified coal to liquid hydrocarbons at the Kaiser-Wilhelm-

institute für Kohlenforschung, known nowadays as Max Planck Institue for Coal 

Research in a city named Mülheim an der Ruhr in the west region of Germany, in 

1925.3,4 The science was utilized rapidly to produce the proper diesel for Panzer 

tanks during WW II. The technology received intermittent attention for the next 

decades to produce sulfur-free diesel fuels in the Sasol facility in South Africa.5 

The Fischer-Tropsch process is a well-known technology for producing 

synthetic hydrocarbons from a synthetic gas produced from any carbonaceous 

reserves such as coal, biomass, wastes, and exclusively natural gas resources. 

Methane is the primary raw hydrocarbon for the petrochemical industry if it could 

be economically converted to syngas. The largest natural gas reservoirs have 

existed mainly in Persian golf and Russia, and North America. This abundance of 

natural reservoirs tempts the companies to construct an economically viable and 

commercially scalable GTL plant. 

The basic GTL process generally involves two significant chemical 

transformations: 1. the production of syngas with a specific H2 to CO ratio from 
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natural gas and 2. the conversion of syngas to more value-added hydrocarbon 

products, exclusively synthetic fuels (C7-C22 liquid hydrocarbons and C23+ waxes). 

The syngas production is mainly viable by natural gas reforming, and the later step 

could be done via Fischer-Tropsch (FT) technology. The fiq. 1. Shows the 

schematic diagram of the conversion of the natural gas to liquid hydrocarbons. 

 

Figure 1. Catalytical conversion of the natural gas into liquid hydrocarbon products. 

 

 

Guettel and Turek6,7 listed the existing large-scale FTS plants across the 

globe. The Sasol facility commissioned in 1955 was the oldest plant with 2500 bpd 

capacity, and shell-Qatar with 140000 bpd, was an excellent example of sustainable 

conversion of natural gas to the liquid product. Finally, Kanellopoulos summarized 

the 33 small-scale GTL facilities that currently exist in the world and estimated that 

the production capacity of the synthetic oil could be equivalent to one-third of the 

middle easts oil reserves by developing these types of technologies.2 
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1.3. Fischer-Tropsch Catalysts 

The Fischer-Tropsch Synthesis (FTS) is a heterogeneous catalytic reaction 

in which typical active metal catalysts used are Co, Fe, Ru, and Ni, which can 

dissociatively adsorb synthesis gas on catalyst sites.8. Among all of them, Co is 

most widely used in the low-temperature FT synthesis for high stability, high 

activity, more linear chain product selectivity, and low water-gas-shift tendency. 

Although the Nickle is highly active for hydrogenation of the carbon monoxide, it 

favors methane production under FT conditions compared to others9. Ruthenium is 

highly efficient in alkane production with lower temperatures but is not 

economically affordable. Finally, iron is viable metal as an FT catalyst widely used 

in high-temperature FT reaction conditions with more alcohols and olefins yield 

than cobalt with a high WGS reaction.  

To maximize the dispersion of the active catalysts clusters, the textural 

promoters such as catalyst supports take into account the early 19th century. The 

cobalt-based FTS eventually became the "standard" catalyst in the first generation 

of industrial synthetic fuel production in the German Synthine site between 1925 

and 1955. The catalyst was comprised of a nonreducible promoted Cobal and 

thorium oxide on kieselguhr support.10–13 
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1.4. Product and product distribution 

The principal product distribution of the FTS consists of linear change 

paraffin and alpha-olefins.14 The predominant products of a cobalt-catalyzed FTS 

with a temperature range between 200 to 290 and under enough gas pressure are a 

broad spectrum of the saturated straight chain hydrocarbons ranging from methane 

(C1) to longer linear chain paraffin waxes with a carbon number higher than 30 (Cn 

where n>30) is a mixture of hydrocarbons and water, with smaller amounts of 

alpha-olefins, branched alkanes, and oxygenated hydrocarbons such as alcohols 

and carboxylic acids such as formic, propionic, and acetic acid also produced.   

The linear paraffin (alkane) can be stratified into different fractions, each 

with intrinsic value and associated issues.  The very light hydrocarbons, C1 – C2, 

are a little different from natural gas and have little added value.  The C3 – C4 

fraction is reasonably valuable light condensates, as is the naphtha fraction (C5 – 

C11), both of which can be liquefied easily and transported as liquids.  The most 

valuable fractions are the middle distillate, C12 – C22, which can be used as jet 

and/or diesel fuel.  Hydrocarbons with higher carbon numbers begin to form solid 

waxes after C23, and those with C33+ are waxes that are difficult to melt.  

The alkane product distribution in FTS is kinetically controlled as a surface 

polymerization mechanism modeled in the Anderson–Schulz–Flory (ASF) 

equation10,11, which reveals that the product distribution is a function of the chain 

propagation probability, a. Anderson considered the FTS as an ideal polymerization 

reaction that follows the distribution of mole fractions. Thus, the chances for either 

chain propagation or termination are basically constant regardless of the length of 
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the hydrocarbon chain but can be influenced by catalyst properties and reaction 

conditions. 

The stoichiometry of the reactions involved in FTS can be expressed as follows: 

 

 As shown, the primary reactions involve in the FTS process generate 

considerable heat energies. Moreover, by increasing the number of carbon in the 

hydrocarbon chain, the exothermicity of the reaction will be even higher. On the 

other hand, the FTS mechanism proceeds via stepwise addition of carbonaceous 

species (monomers), ending with a chain termination step as shown in the following 

scheme. 

 

Figure 2. chain propagation - chain termination 
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Madon15 has studied the growth of hydrocarbon chain in FTS was shown 

the maximum weight fraction of the produced hydrocarbon with n number of 

carbon present in the molecule is given by the equation 1.10. In equations kP, and 

kT stands for the rate of chain propagation and the rate of chain termination, 

respectively. The Wn is the weight percent of a product containing n carbon atoms, 

and α is the chain growth probability. 

 

It also was suggested by Madon15 the rate of chain propagation probably 

decreases with increasing the carbon number, and it depends on the nature of the 

active sites and kinetics of the reaction. The a factor is known to be independent on 

the chain length and very sensitive to various parameters, including catalyst metal, 

reaction temperature, reaction pressure, hydrogen, carbon monoxide, water partial 

pressure, syngas composition, etc. 

Figure 3. shows that, by plotting the weight percent of the product with n 

carbon versus the number of the carbon in the chain and solving the 1.8 equation 

for different α values, we could be able to have an estimation about the influence 

of the chain propagation on the production of the desired and undesired 

hydrocarbons. The results are summarized in Table 1. 
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Figure 3. Effect of different α values on FT product distribution. 

Table 1.  By varying chain propagation leads to different product distributions. 

 

As shown in table 1. and fig. 3. by increasing the chain propagation factor 

from 0.50 to 0.95, tail gas production will drastically decrease. However, the liquid 

range hydrocarbons production is limited to a particular value (75%). Therefore by 

turning the chain propagation for during the synthesis, we could be able to 
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determine each product range. Nevertheless, the α is depending on numerous 

parameters; a higher CO partial pressure results in increased surface coverage and, 

therefore, more significant chain growth probability; a higher H2 partial pressure 

leads to chain termination and, therefore, a more negligible chain growth 

probability. Regardless of feedstock or catalyst, a high reaction temperature leads 

to faster hydrogenation which favors a significant methane CH4 formation and less 

surface CH2 and leads to a shorter average chain length. High temperature 

additionally results in elemental carbon deposition via the Boudouard reaction 

(2CO → CO2 + C) that deactivates the catalyst. 

 Assuming the reaction pressure and reagent partial pressures can be 

controlled via proper reactor design and operation, the temperature dependency of 

the reaction is often the most challenging parameter to control16. Thus, Failure to 

an efficient heat removal could cause a systematic problem throughout the process.  

 

Figure 4. Products spectrum of FTS as a function of chain growth 

probability. 
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The Boudouard reaction is one crucial side reaction to be aware of and to 

avoid as carbon deposition can quickly full the catalyst and cause losses in time and 

expenses in new catalysts. Another adverse side reaction is FTS, where the 

principal product is CH4 (or other light gaseous hydrocarbons C1-C4) as this is the 

starting material and is not wanted.  Both the reformation of methane (via FTS) and 

the Boudouard reaction become problematic when the catalyst bed temperature is 

not managed correctly.  Wide swings in catalyst bed temperatures and excessively 

high temperatures on the top portion of the catalyst bed can favor these side 

reactions and lead to attendant losses. Of course, the type and formulation of the 

catalyst is a critical factor in the performance of the FTS reactor.  Catalyst 

performance depends on so many factors that elucidation of the optimum 

combination of properties is challenging.  A review of the literature and our own 

experience shows that the following features are essential for supported metal 

catalysts in a packed tube reactor configuration.  Assuming metal-oxide support is 

used (silica, alumina, or titania being the most common, a high surface area (100 – 

200 m2/g) and mesoporous structure (100 – 200 Å pores) give the best performance.  

These supports are impregnated with cobalt nitrate (at 10-30% cobalt by mass, 16% 

is typical), then calcined, and reduced in situ with hydrogen to give a highly 

dispersed cobalt metal on silica catalyst.  The catalyst pellets should have a 

minimum 3 mm diameter in order to maintain an appropriate gas flow characteristic 

with reasonable pressure gradients.  As the usable pellet surface area decreases with 

increasing size, pellet diameters in the 3-5 mm range is often optimal.  Because of 

mass transfer limitations, a number of groups have shown that only the first 500 
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µm of catalyst support is vital for FTS of liquid hydrocarbons, as the core catalyst 

is mass starved and often too hot for high carbon number products.17,18 Eggshell 

catalysts, in which only the first 500 µm of support is impregnated with active 

catalytic metals takes advantage of this to help reduce the unwanted reactions that 

generally occur further inside such a pellet.18 

One factor frequently overlooked in FTS catalysts are the thermal properties 

of the catalyst.  Silica, alumina, and titania supports have relatively poor thermal 

conductance and heat capacities. As the FTS reaction is very exothermic, local hot 

spots on an individual catalyst bead and radial temperature gradients within a 

packed catalyst bed can lead to a surprisingly large temperature differential (DT) 

in the reactor bed, often as high as 30 °C about the setpoint. As a is inversely 

proportional to temperature (i.e. more methane production at higher temperatures), 

Da is directly proportional to DT.  If we aim to maximize production of the most 

valuable liquid hydrocarbon products an a of 0.85 is desired, as obtained from 

theory and this should be held as constant as possible across the entire reactor bed. 

On the method to minimize DT in the reaction bed and therefore minimize 

a gradients, would be to use supports with good thermal conductance and high heat 

capacities. Towards this end, metallic foams and monoliths have been examined as 

catalyst supports.19 While this modification reduces the magnitude of the DT, 

monoliths, and foams can exhibit relatively low vacant spaces (void volume) 

compared to high surface area solid supports, i.e. porous silica, alumina, and titania, 

which lowers the amount of catalyst available for the reaction per unit volume in 

the reactor.20 Another solution is to use thermally conductive material such as 
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silicon carbide to mix with the catalyst.21 Once loaded with cobalt, this catalyst 

showed improved FTS performance with higher C5+ selectivity. Lacroix et al.22 

compared the performance of foam FTS catalyst supports composed of alumina or 

of a silicon carbide composite after impregnation with cobalt. At CO conversion 

levels lower than 50%, the two catalysts display similar C5+ selectivity; however, 

when the CO conversion was increased to 70%, the C5+ selectivity of the silicon 

carbide foam supported catalyst was comparatively higher than alumina foam 

catalyst.  Unfortunately, silicon carbide has comparatively lower surface areas than 

alumina or silica and costs considerably more.     

 

Manipulating mesoporous catalyst carriers to exhibit desired characteristics 

such as maximizing surface area, tuning pore size, particle size and geometry, 

specific active sites, etc., is currently on the cusp between tailoring and design. It 

is shown that engineering in the required nanopore structure and properties can 

establish next-generation GTL processes. In addition to that, in the present 

investigation, we are trying to increase the overall thermal conductivity of the 

catalyst bed to maintain a semi-isothermal reaction condition within a catalyst 

particle and, therefore, throughout the bed. 
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Chapter 2 

Synthetic preparation of large mesopore monolithic alumina for supported FT catalysis 

2.1. Abstract 

Powders with pore diameters and high specific surface areas invariably 

possess large pore volumes, and the resulting structure can be mechanically fragile. 

When necessary to fabricate these mesoporous aluminum oxides (MAs) into 

monolithic supports, such as spheres or pellets, the fabrication process can often 

cause to reduce the surface area or collapse and blind the pore structure, such that 

the desired textural properties are lost or result in mechanically fragile monoliths 

that crack and shatter under operational conditions. Pores are needed to minimize 

the challenging mass transfer kinetics of FTS but cannot be so large as to destabilize 

the solid support structural integrity when incorporated into a monolithic pellet or 

sphere.  MAs prepared via the hydrolysis of aluminum isopropoxide with water or 

aqueous acid in various solvents, the presence or absence of several non-ionic 

polymer templating agents, and with or without autoclaving were explored and 

partially optimized to meet the support parameters for FTS outlined above.  After 

calcination at 550 °C, the dominant crystalline phase was g-alumina, and nitrogen 

adsorption data revealed a wide range of textural properties.  Hydrolysis of 

aluminum isopropoxide dissolved in toluene or IPA with water (6 H2O/Al), in the 

presence of P123 templating polymer, and after autoclave treatment at 13 bar for 

xx h consistently yielded MAs with specific surface areas (SA) in excess of 300 

m2/g, pore volumes (Vp) of 1.4 to 1.5 cm3/g, and pore diameters (Dp) between 120 

and 180 Å.  Changing the hydrolyzing solution to 0.1 M nitric acid increased these 
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parameters to 340 m2/g, 1.8 cm3/g, and 190 Å.  Replacement of the P123 with F127 

(still using nitric acid) increased Dp to 210 Å but lessened the surface area to 233 

m2/g and Vp to 1.5 cm3/g, respectively. 

Further, optimization of the nitric acid, P123, autoclaved MA revealed that 

increasing the H2O to Al from 5 to 7.5 consistently yielded MAs with Dp between 

130 and 160 Å, Vp between 1and 1.4.  Study of how the effect of different 

synthesizing parameters on the textural properties of the mesoporous aluminum 

oxide was investigated. Taking advantage of toluene as a solvent lead to the largest 

average pore diameter of 211 Å, while using tert-Butyl alcohol resulted in the 

smallest pore 50 Å. Furthermore, by combining some specific parameters, we can 

maximize the efficiency of using pore forming agents and consequently regulate 

textural parameters to the desired property and finally show how we can get the 

same properties with a non-templated synthesis method. 
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2.2. Introduction 

The Fischer-Tropsch synthesis (FTS) of hydrocarbons and water from 

synthesis gas (typically hydrogen and carbon monoxide in a 2:1 molar ratio) could 

play a prominent role in the generation of carbon-neutral transportation fuels, i.e., 

naphtha, jet, and diesel fuels, assuming hydrogen becomes readily available from 

water-splitting technologies.  For example, solar hydrogen could be used to reduce 

CO2 to CO, mixed with additional hydrogen to make synthesis gas, and via FTS 

converted into liquid hydrocarbon transportation fuels, used traditionally.   FTS is 

commonly performed using packed bed tubular reactors with a catalyst comprised 

of metallic iron or cobalt immobilized on silica, alumina, titania pellets, spheres, or 

related monoliths.   For example, spherical balls with 3-5 mm diameters are 

reasonable choices as packing materials for a 1-3 cm diameter tube that can be up 

to 10 meters long, as the resulting void space allows for adequate flow at acceptable 

backpressures.    

For maximum efficiency, the solid supports need to have a reasonable 

specific surface area (>100 m2/g), and pore diameters in excess of 100 Å as the 

mass transport kinetics of the heavy hydrocarbon products are slow.  Moreover, 

they must possess sufficient mechanical strength to prevent fracturing due to load 

or thermal fluctuations.  For example, Zohdi23 et al., in their investigation, studied 

the effect of mass transfer in fixed bed FT reactors which showed intraparticle mass 

diffusion will become a significant factor as it affects the Thiele module and, 

therefore, kinetic rates of the reactions in catalyst particle larger than 1.5 mm. 
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Khodakov et al.24 examined pore size effects on FTS catalysis using cobalt on SBA-

15, MCM-41, and commercial silica supports. They report that reaction rates and 

turnover frequency increased fivefold in the catalysts with 330 Å pores over those 

20 Å pores. Moreover, the larger pore supports yielded more C5+ products.  

Additional interesting effects were attributed to the large pore diameters and 

volumes. In related studies, it was shown that the size of Co3O4 particles formed 

after deposition and calcination were proportional to the γ-alumina support pore 

diameter.25,26  Saib27 et al. showed in his study that the size of the cobalt crystallite 

size increased from 30 Å to 83 Å as the pore increased from 40 Å  to 150 Å. Jung 

et al.28 studied the effect of pore diameter on the performance of FTS over different 

silica supports and observed that by increasing pore diameter from 60 Å to 125 Å, 

CO conversion increased from 60% to 75.5 % meanwhile CO2 selectivity reduced 

from 14% to 9% and also CH4 selectivity reduced from 29.5 % to 19.8 % and C5+ 

selectivity increased from 55 % to 70 %.  Ghampson29 and coworkers demonstrated 

that the larger cobalt particles found in alumina support with larger pores (100 to 

200 Å) were intrinsically more active catalysts. Their investigation on the effect of 

pore diameter on turnover of frequency (TOF) of the FT reaction revealed a linear 

relation up to a pore diameter of 130 Å.  

The shaped (monolithic) catalyst supports in a macroscopic scale, 

maximizes the mass transfer rates of the reactant and product through the catalyst 

bed, and helps to provide accessibility of the reactant to the catalyst's activated 

surfaces minimizes the pressure drop along with the packed bed reactors. However, 

microscopically consisting of larger pore volume and pore diameter provides the 
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smoother mass diffusion for both reactants and products inside the catalyst 

particles. Depending on shaping technology, making catalyst spheres with adequate 

crushing strength and a uniform size could be more challenging if we deal with 

large pore monolith production. This challenge happens as micron-size particles 

bind together to form a paste. This process is occurring by adding acids, water, 

heating, and other chemical and physical requirements. During the shaping process 

of a highly textural alumina powder, it is expected that the initial properties will be 

subjected to some degree of changes, mainly decreasing. By peptizing the boehmite 

binder, it will bind with water, and other adjacent alumina particles that aggregate 

them all that whole dough becomes a smooth pseudo elastic mass before the 

extrusion. Although leading to having a high surface area support with high 

crushing strength, the pore size distribution is likely in the 40 to 80 Å range.30 

Therefore, as Euzen et al.31 showed, with the addition of the acid, the pore volume 

is decreased due to the loss of larger pores. Pore diameter (Pd) and pore size 

distribution (PSD) get narrowed. Hence, it seems that peptizing is necessary to have 

a suitable mechanical property; however, it will be caused to losing some of the 

textural advantageous.32 

 

We are interested in producing mesoporous alumina (MA) supports for FTS 

and set about determining the synthetic procedures needed to produce MAs 

optimized for FTS. Large pore Mam is also used in various catalytic applications, 

among them hydrodesulfurization (HDS) and hydroconversion and cracking of the 

large molecule residues require large pore supports. Saturation of the surface area, 
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especially in the central regions of the catalyst pellets and filled pore-mouth, is 

mentioned as the most common restriction which this obstruction has been 

decreased by using the enlarged pore size supports. Abasi-Halabi et al.33 reported 

production of the unimodal large mesoporous pore alumina and its superiority 

compared with bimodal extrudates via the hydrothermal treatment of the alumina 

through autoclaving with ammonia vapor in 300 °C. It was discussed that a basic 

gas such as ammonia could enormously enhance the hydroxylation of alumina, 

therefore, enlarge the pores via Al-O-Al bond cleavage. However, the total pore 

volume of the catalyst remained constant (0.55-0.59 cm3/g) volume of the pores in 

the 100 to 500 Å range decrease from 49 % to 18 % and the portion of the total 

volume for the pores with  500 to 1500 Å diameters boosted from 31 % to 73 %. 

Morel et al.34 listed typical hydrotreating fixed bed catalyst properties, 1.2 to 6 mm 

diameter alumina spheres or extrudates with the surface area of 80 to 220 m2/g and 

pore volume larger than 0.5 cm3/g and pore diameter of 100 to 200 Å is a commonly 

used catalyst carrier.35,36  

  Commercially available monolithic mesoporous alumina (MAM) supports 

are provided in various phases, and surface characters as BASF provide alumina-

based catalyst spheres with the surface area from 10 to 350 m2/g with a pore volume 

of 0.5 cm3/g. Sasol is commonly used as support in FT research, providing 

mesoporous alumina supports with surface area in 150 to 220 m2/g ranges with a 

pore volume of 0.75 cm3/g and average pore diameter of 60 to 70 Å. Saint-Gobain 

provides a high surface area (SA) alumina support spheres ranging from 110 to 260 

m2/g with a pore volume of 0.55 to 1.05 cm3/g and pore diameters ranging from 70 
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nm to 150 Å. They also supply high surface area silica spheres ranging from 160 to 

250 m2/g with a corresponding total pore volume of  0.6 to 1 cm3/g and median 

pore diameter 110 to 120 Å. 

Alumina is attractive because of its high thermal and chemical stability, 

amphoteric nature, and relatively low cost. Aluminum oxide is inherently 

mesoporous, but synthetic methods for producing high surface area and tuning pore 

diameter in specific ranges are challenging. The preparation of the relatively high 

surface area (200 m2/g <) MA powder with a large average pore diameter (100-200 

Å) is examined primarily based on sol-gel techniques and reported in different 

literatures37–47.  MA mainly uses monolithic forms exclusively in plugged flow 

reactors to facilitate extra-pellet mass transfer and prevent pressure drop in a 

reactor. Therefore, the production of monolithic alumina bodies is developed 

through a variety of methods48–53. Granulation and oil-drop coagulation are the two 

most applied methods of choice for fabricating millimetric (0.5-10 mm) spherical 

bodies. Extrusion was the best technique for producing various shapes, while 

pelletizing is the technique for making the most tolerable tablets in heavy crushing 

forces applications.  

In this study, we describe the preparation of MA powders found triple 

surface characters of MA powder drastically reduces through the process of 

fabricating to the monolith due to the using acidified solutions which destroying 

the larger pores, and MA powder loses the surface area multiple times calcinating 

and using additive as structural binders and strengtheners. Highly mechanical 

crushing strength is the additional requirement for having and stable monolith as in 
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adequate strength results in deformation and breakage and therefore increasing 

partial pressure of the reactor4. Therefore, finding a facile method of preparation 

monolithic MA particles in millimetric sizes with surface area higher than 200 

m2/g>, large pore volumes 0.7 cm3/g> with high average pore diameter (9 Å to 16 

Å) with narrow pore size distribution that possesses an adequate crushing strength 

is highly desired. 

MA having these features will inherently possess macro pores and as of 

such can become structurally fragile as it reported in Subero et al.54 studies that 

measured crushing strength of commercial alumina beads by Weibull’s method, 

they concluded process parameters such as existing air bubbles, macropores, 

drying, calcining procedure and existing of multiple crystal phases of alumina and 

impurities are the root causes of losing mechanical strength. MA having these 

features will inherently possess large pore volumes and become structurally fragile, 

significantly as pore diameters exceed 300 Å.  

Herein, we describe a parametric study of the effects of solvent, polymer 

templating agent, autoclaving, as well as the use of water, aqueous acetic acid, and 

nitric acid as gelation agents.   Our primary target was a MA powder with a surface 

area over 300 m2/g, pore diameters of 150 to 200 Å, and pore volumes between 1 

and 1.5 cm3/g.  This type of support should retain its structural integrity while 

maximizing cobalt dispersion and cobalt island size while simultaneously 

minimizing the mass transfer limitations of the heavy hydrocarbons in the FTS 

process.    
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We are interested in producing monolithic 3-4 mm spheres of mesoporous 

alumina to support cobalt-based FT catalysts for use in a plug-flow reactor.  We 

describe a parametric study of the effects of solvent, polymer templating agent, 

autoclaving, as well as the use of water, aqueous acetic acid, and nitric acid as 

gelation agents for the preparation of MA powders. Moreover, the processing of 

these powders into monolithic spheres is described, and the impact of this 

processing on the final textural properties of the solid support.  Our target support 

would have a specific surface area, average pore volume, average pore diameter, 

and crush strength to match or beat some of the best-suited commercial mesoporous 

aluminas support for FTS. For example, if we limit these to supports with specific 

surface areas over 200 m2/g, pore diameters in excess of 100 Å, and normalized (to 

3 mm spheres) crush strengths of 25 N, only a handful of These include supports 

by Saint Gobain with was a MA with a surface area over 300 m2/g, pore diameters 

of 15 to 20 nm and pore volumes between 1 and 1.5 cm3/g.  This type of support 

should retain structural integrity while maximizing cobalt dispersion and cobalt 

island size while simultaneously minimizing the mass transfer limitations of the 

heavy hydrocarbons in the FTS process. 
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2.3 Experimental 

2.3.1 Materials and MA Synthesis 

Aluminum isopropoxide, 98+% granular (AIP) was purchased from Alfa 

Aesar, Pluronic triblock copolymer (P-123) Sigma-Aldrich, Pluronic (F-127) 

Sigma-Aldrich, polyethylene glycol (PEG) with an average molecular weight of 

900 Sigma-Aldrich, Glacial acetic acid 99.99+% (AA) Sigma-Aldrich, Nitric acid 

(NA) Fischer scientific, toluene (T)  Macron, ethanol 200 proof from Decon, iso-

propanol Fischer scientific, tert-Butanol +99.95% and 1-Octanol +99.95%  Sigma-

Aldrich. 

Each synthesis consisted of some combination of dissolution of the reagents 

in various solvents, gelation by addition of water or aqueous acid, drying, 

autoclaving, and calcination.  In cases where the sample was not autoclaved, the 

air-dried gel from the gelation step was crushed to a powder and directly calcined.    

In order to describe the various steps, a detailed procedure for the 

preparation of one mesoporous aluminum oxide, identified as MA-T-P123-N-AC, 

is described in detail. In addition, the sample label describes many of the processing 

parameters. For example, MA indicates mesoporous aluminum oxide; the T 

indicates toluene was the solvent used in the gelation step; P123 indicates that the 

Pluronic triblock copolymer (P123) was used as the templating agent during the 

gelation step;  N indicates that the gelation was initiated with 0.1 M nitric acid 
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solution, and AC indicates that the gel was treated in an autoclave prior to 

calcination. 

2.3.2 Preparation of   MA-T-P123-N-AC 

 A homogeneous solution of 50 g (0.20 mol) aluminum isopropoxide 

dissolved in 50 mL of toluene was prepared simply by mixing and stirring (The 

dissolution of AIP in alcohols often required some heating to obtain a homogeneous 

solution). Separately, a solution of 25 g P-123 dissolved in 50 mL IPA was obtained 

by gently stirring and heating the mixture at 60 °C for ~12 h.   Additional IPA was 

added to make up for evaporated IPA during this time.  The resulting clear solution 

was poured into the aluminum isopropoxide solution and stirred for 6 h at  60 °C.  

At this point, 27 mL 0.1 M HNO3 was added with vigorous stirring, and within 

minutes a thick gel formed.  The sample was left to stand at room temperature for 

24 h during which the gel monolith shrank in size and is immersed in the solvent.  

The excess solvent was removed by decanting, and the resulting gel was crushed 

and left to air dry for 24 h.  For autoclaving, the gel was placed in an Erlenmeyer 

flask and inserted into an 8 L Parr steel pressure vessel containing enough water 

(about 55 to 60 mL) to reach the desired pressure of 13 bar at 170 °C.  The vessel 

was then closed and evacuated with a rough pump to remove most of the air present.  

Once the vessel was sealed, the autoclave heating program was as follows:  25 °C 

to 120 °C at 10 °C/min, stand for 3 hours at 120 °C, ramp at 1 °C/min to 150 °C, 

stand at 150 °C for 7 hours, ramp at 1 °C/min to 170 °C, stand for 12 h during which 

the maximum pressure observed was ~ 13 bar.  The heating is turned off to cool, 

and the vessel allowed to return to room temperature over several hours, then 
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vented, and the product gel removed.  The resulting gel was then air-dried and 

calcined in a temperature-programmed oven.  The calcination program was as 

follows: room temperature to 150 °C at 10 °C/min, stand 30 min at 150 °C, ramp 

at 1 °C /min to 250 °C, stand at 250 °C for 1 h, ramp at 1 °C /min to 350 °C, stand 

at 350 °C for 1 h, ramp at 1 °C /min to 450 °C, stand at 450 °C for 1 h, ramp to 550 

°C, stand at 550 °C for 5 h, slow cool to room temperature over 8 h.   

Other MAOs were prepared in similar manners in which the gelation 

solvent, templating agent, peptizing agent, and autoclaving were varied or omitted.   

 

2.3.3 Reparation of boehmite 

the autoclave heating program was as follows:  25 °C to 120 °C at 10 

°C/min, stand for 3 hours at 120 °C, ramp at 1 °C/min to 150 °C, stand at 150 °C 

for 7 hours, ramp at 1 °C/min to 170 °C, stand for 12 h during which 

The boehmite powder was prepared with the similar method as described 

for the preparation of the MA-T-P123-N-AC, but a prolonged autoclaving method 

was conducted as follows: 25 °C to 120 °C at 10 °C/min, stand for 3 hours at 120 °C, 

ramp at 1 °C/min to 150 °C, stand at 150 °C for 7 hours, ramp at 1 °C/min to 170 

°C, stand for 12 h, finally ramp at 1 °C/min to 220 °C, stand for 24 h during which 

the maximum pressure observed was ~ 13 bar. Then, the sample cools down to 

room temperature, and pressure decreased consecutively for 8 hours period. The 

obtained boehmite was then dried at 200 °C under air for 5 hours. Then the powder 

was grounded and sieved with mesh number 200 to obtain a dried boehmite powder 

with the particle size of 75 < microns and stored in a sealed container. 
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2.3.4.  Preparation of spherical mesoporous alumina monoliths (MAMs) 

Monolithic catalyst supports comprised of 3-4 mm spheres or cylinders are 

made from the MA powder described previously in combination with a binder 

(typically boehmite) and rheological additives as plasticizers, such as triethylene 

glycol (TEG).  To have a desired crushing strength monolith, the addition of sole 

water will not be sufficient. Therefore, nitric, formic, and acetic acid are the 

preferable peptizing agents for making a stronger monolith. 55–57 

In a typical procedure for the production of spheres, 10 g boehmite 

(Al(OH)3) and 40 g MA powder are thoroughly mixed and ground together before 

sieving through a 200-mesh sieve to ensure particle sizes  < 75 micrometers. This 

powder is added ~40 mL of aqueous nitric acid (2% or 5%) or ammonium 

hydroxide (2% or 5%), and the mixture is stirred to make a gelatinous paste.  The 

volume of acid or base is estimated from the pore volumes of the MA and boehmite 

powders and adjusted as needed to form a dough-like paste. The dough in some 

cases, is further refined by the addition of 4 mL (5 g) of TEG plasticizer.  The 

resulting dough ball is kneaded for ~ 20 min, during which small additions of 

aqueous acid or base are added to keep the ball moist.  When the resulting ‘dough’ 

has the rheology of Play-doh, the dough must be stiff but with a plastic property 

that has a constant flow threshold when it is ready for extrusion.  The paste was 

extruded through a die template with 3.7 mm holes to form a spaghetti-like mass 

laid flat and cut at ~ 4 mm intervals.  The still moist pellets are then loaded onto a 

boilie roller rack with an internal diameter of 3.7 mm. Reciprocating the top rack 
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of the boilie roller rack converts the pellets to spheres, which are then collected into 

a large beaker, covered with a watch glass, and allowed to dry over 48 h slowly.  

After this initial drying, the spheres are transferred to an oven and dried under a 

nitrogen atmosphere for 12 h at 85 C.   The spheres are then calcined at 555 °C with 

a 10 °C/min ramp under 60 mL/min flow of the helium gas for 5 hours to yield the 

desired mesoporous alumina monolith spheres (MAM) having an average diameter 

of 3.1 ± 0.15 mm.  In the present work, the boehmite's textural properties were SA 

318 m2/g, Vp ~1.3 cm3/g, Dp 120 Å. It is worth mentioning that using 100% 

boehmite as alumina source for monolith preparation leads to low textural 

characters.  
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2.3. MA Characterization 

Thermogravimetry and differential thermal analysis (TG-DTA) was 

performed on the synthesized powder to determine the decomposition mass loss 

characteristics during calcination using a thermogravimetric analyzer (SDT Q600, 

TA Instrument), operating in the air flow of (100 mL/min) with a heating rate of 5 

°C/min under air (20 cm3/min) from 50 to 800 °C. 

Textural properties of the MAs were determined from the nitrogen sorption 

isotherms obtained using a Tristar II volumetric analyzer (Micromeritics Co. Ltd). 

Samples were degassed at 160 °C under a nitrogen flow of 20 mL/min for 12 hours 

prior to the measurements. The specific surface area (SA) was calculated by the 

Brunauner–Emmett–Teller (BET) method, using a P/P0 range between 0.05 and 

0.30.58. The total pore volume (Vp) and pore size distribution (PSD) were 

determined from the desorption isotherm at the relative pressure of 0.990 based on 

Barrett, Joyner, Halenda (BJH) model.   The total pore volume (Vp) is derived from 

the BJH desorption cumulative volume of pores between 17.0 Å and 3000.0 Å 

diameter. The pore size, Dp, is the pore diameter at the peak position of the PSD 

curve derived from the adsorption branch of the isotherm using the BJH method. 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) data were obtained using a Bruker Advance-D8 

powder diffractometer, using monochromatized Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.54056 ˚A), 

and operated at 40 kV and 40 mA. The diffraction data were recorded between 2θ 

= 15° and 80° with an increment of 0.02° and step speed of 1 deg/sec. Crystallite 

phases were determined by comparing the diffraction patterns with those in the 

standard powder XRD patterns.  
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The average crushing strength of the monolithic catalyst spheres was 

measured based on ASTM (D4179) method by Shimadzu  Precision Universal - 

tensile/crush tester. The compression test was carried out on a minimum of 10 

single catalyst particles of each type by applying an axial force at a uniform rate of 

1.0 N/sec until the catalyst particle crushes or collapses. Prior of each test, all 

catalyst samples were degassed under nitrogen at 120 °C for 2 hours and kept in a 

sealed vial. 
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2.4. Results and Discussion 

2.4.1. General Features of the calcination product 

The powder XRD patterns of the mesoporous alumina powder (sample 

NMA-I-N-AC-800-7.5) shown in Figure 5. It reveals that the seven most intense 

peaks would be indexed to the (1 1 1), (2 2 0), (3 1 1), (2 2 2), (4 0 0 ), (5 1 1), (4 4 

0) reflections of ordered mesoporous γ-alumina with crystalline walls that prepared 

at 800°C. 

 

Figure 5. X-ray diffraction of the NMA-I-N-AC-800-7.5 alumina sample determining the γ-alumina phase. 

 

 

The thermal decomposition of the synthesized boehmite γ-AlOOH was 

examined in figure 6. TG/DTG curves are showing two steps of the weight loss at 
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different temperatures, after initial weight loss due to the evaporation of the water, 

which is attributable to the loss of physical surface adsorbed water highest weight 

losses occurred at 410 °C, which is about 15% and based on TG curve analysis at 

555 °C it shows the maximum weight loss 22%. 

 

Figure 6. TG/DTG curves showing the percent weight loss rate of the synthesized boehmite. 

 

Thermal decomposition of the synthesized boehmite γ-AlOOH (is this the 

gel prior to calcination???  Which sample specifically…do all gels give 

substantially similar TGA profiles??)  was examined in the fig. xx. TG/DTG curves 

is showing two steps of the weight loss at different temperatures, after initial weight 

loss due to the evaporation of the water which is attributable to the loss of physical 

surface adsorbed water highest weight losses occurred at 410 °C which is about 
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15% and based on TG curve analysis at 555 °C it shows the maximum weight loss 

22%. 

 

 

2.4.2. Solvent and template effects on MAO 

Hydrolysis and subsequent condensation polymerization of a non-aqueous 

solution of aluminum isopropoxide by addition of water or aqueous acids is a 

classic method for preparing a gel composed of an unorganized network of -oxo 

and -hydroxo aluminum (III) cross linked polymers.  Prior to calcination, this 

gelatinous phase is frequently referred to as an alcogel, which given enough time 

to dry and age becomes γ-Al(O)OH or boehmite.   AIP is freely soluble in toluene 

but often requires long times and heating to obtain a clear solution in alcoholic 

solvents.  In order to examine how the dissolution solvent impacts the textural 

properties of the MA in the absence of a template, we prepared MAs from the using 

the following solvents to dissolve the AIP:  ethanol (E), isopropanol (I), t-butyl 

alcohol (B), 1-octanol (O), or toluene (T).   

All the MAs were first prepared as dried alcogels and the slow and stepwise 

calcination program, as described in the experimental, which is designed to first 

transition to boehmite (150 to 250 C) without losing the mesoporosity and 

ultimately transition to g alumina after finishing at 555 C.   The nitrogen adsorption-

desorption isotherms for calcined samples MA-E through MA-T are overlaid in 

Figure 3A.   All exhibit type IV isotherms with the isotherms for MA-I, MA-O, and 
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MA-T falling into the H1 classification (cylindrical pores) whereas MA-E and MA-

B show H3 type hysteresis (slit shape pores).  Specific surface area (SA) was 

determined using the BET analysis of the isotherms and ranged from 180 and 470 

m2/g for the powders.  BJH pore volume and diameters ranged from 0.51 to 0.90 

cm3/g.  As seen in the PSD plots shown in Figure 3B, average Dp ranged from 48 

to 100 Å.  The textural properties for the MA powders are collected in Table 2. 

Table 2.  Structural  parameters of MA samples using different solvents and calcined at 555 °C. 

 

MA-I, prepared with isopropanol, produces a MA with high surface area 

(466 m2/g), relatively uniform mesopores with an average diameter of 69 A and 

the largest Vp at 0.9 cm3/g of the group.  MA-T has the smallest SA (190 m2/g) 

but yields a substantially larger and broader pore size distribution, as seen in 

Figure 2B. Dp range from 50 to 150 Å, with a maxima at ~100 Å.   Despite the 

loss in SA, MA-T has the second highest Vp at 0.6 cm3/g.   The other solvents 

gave MAs with intermediate SAs (200 to 400 m2/cm) but with lower pore volume 

and diameters. 
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Figure 7. A) N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms of MAPs synthesized with different solvents. B) Pore size 

distribution (PSD) of the MAPs synthesized by various solvents. 

 

2.4.3. P123- Templating effect 

Addition of the templating polymer, P123, to each of these preparations 

increases the pore volume and average Dp, regardless of the solvent.   Significantly, 

many of the MAs now have average Dp >100 Å and TPV near 1 cm3/g or more.  

The PSD plots, shown in Figure 4B, show the increase in Dp and a broadening of 

the pore sizes. Surface areas were more consistent, coming between 300 and 400 

m2/g for all samples.  The template had the biggest impact on the textural properties 

of MA-T-P123 over MA-T.  The SA increased to 321 from 182 m2/g, pore volume 

doubled to 1.23 cm3/g, and Dp ranged from 60 to 220 A peaking at 141 Å.  This 

preparation was repeated using the polymer F127 as the templating agent yielding 

MA-T-F127 which possessed similar SA, pore volume and a slight decrease in the 

average pore diameter (110 A) relative to MA-T-P123.   When the water is replaced 

with 0.1M nitric acid as the gelation agent, the speed of gelation increases and the 

resulting product MA-T. The textural properties of the template-assist synthesized 
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MAs are listed  in table 3. and figure 8.A. shows the different isotherms derived 

from each sample. The effect of using P123 on pore size distribution of the MAs 

are shown in figure 8.B.  

Table 3.  Textural  parameters of templated MA samples using different solvents synthesised with P123 as 
pore forming agent and calcined at 555 °C. 

 

 

Figure 8. A) N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms of the templated MAPs synthesized with different solvents 
and. B) Pore size distribution (PSD) of the templated MAPs synthesized by various solvents. 
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2.4.3. Autoclaving 

There is complimentary linkage between boehmite synthesis condition and 

tuning the alumina porosity.31 Creation of the large mesopores are mostly due to of 

formation of voids between randomly stacked crystallites.59 Marvin, Johnson and 

Mooi60 during their investigation about origin of pores in alumina catalysts found 

that there is a correlation between the size of boehmite crystallite along the [021] 

axis and pore diameter of the calcinated alumina.   developing of  such highly 

crystalline mineral requires a prolonged aging process. However, aging of boehmite 

and pseud-boehmite was studied by Ono et al.61 ana Papee et al.62 it is been reported 

that autoclaving is delicate to handle to production of highly crystalline boehmite 

whereas reduces H2O to Al molar ratio from 1.6 to 1.12 consecutively surface area 

decreases from 308 to 189 m2/g and crystallites medium size increases from 60 to 

100 Å. 

Next, we investigated the effect of hydrothermal autoclaving of the alcogel 

as a method to improve the textural properties of the MA product.  The intermediate 

temperatures and high partial pressure of H2O experienced during autoclaving are 

thought to accelerate the transition to boehmite and is reported to increase the gel 

pore volume and diameters.63  Bauer showed that aluminum trihydrate (gibbsite) 

proceeds smoothly to gelatinous microcrystalline of boehmite upon autoclaving at 

pressure of less than 200 psi and the temperatures < 200 °C.63  Our data revealed a 

substantial improvement in the MA pore volume and pore diameter with minimal 

impact on SA.  The alcogels generated for MA-E-P123 through MA-T-P123 were 
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subjected to 48 hours autoclaving during which the partial pressure of water varied 

from 85 to 190 psi as the vessel was slowly heated (1 °C /min) from 130 to 170 °C.   

The resulting MA samples are labelled MA-E-P123-AC through MA-T-P123-AC.  

As seen in Figure 5A and B and the data in Table 1, the surface areas of the 

autoclaved MAs fall between 282 and 340 m2/g, representing a small decrease from 

the non-autoclaved samples, but a tighter distribution of SAs. Most notable is the 

substantial increase in pore volume and diameters for all samples, excepting MA-

B-P123-AC and MA-O-P123-AC.  The MAs prepared from isopropanol and 

toluene have the most promising textural properties with pore volumes of 1.52 and 

1.44 cm3/g and peak pore diameters of 220 and 180 A, respectively.   The PSD 

plots reveal a narrower PSD for MA-T-P123-AC and a very large PSD for MA-I-

P123-AC, ranging from 50 to 400 Å. The effect of autoclaving on textural 

properties of the various MAs are listed in table 4. 

Table 4. Textural  parameters of autoclaved MA samples with various solvents synthesised with P123 as pore 
forming agent and calcined at 555 °C. 

 

We observe substantial increases in the average of the Vp’s, and Dp’s for the 

MAs made with all five solvents for each progression: non-templated to polymer 
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templated synthesis (Avg Vp increase from 0.5 to 0.9 cm3/g; Avg Dp increases from 

66 to 100 Å) and then polymer templated synthesis to autoclave treatment of the 

templated alcogels (Avg Vp increase from 0.9 to 1.1 cm3/g; Avg Dp increases from 

100 to 145 Å), demonstrating definite improvements in mesoporosity. Figure 9.A. 

shows the related isotherms for autoclaved sampes. Figure 9.B. shows the effect of 

autoclaving on improving the pore size distribution of the samples. 

 

Figure 9. A) N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms of the Autoclaved-templated MAPs synthesized with different 
solvents and. B) Pore size distribution (PSD) of the related MAPs. 

 

At this point, it is clear that isopropanol and toluene are the two best solvents 

for the MA synthesis in terms of mesoporosity. We decided to attempt to further 

optimize the MA-T system by examining different templating polymers and 

enhancing the gelation rate by substitution acidic aqueous solutions for water in the 

polymerization/gelation step.  These results are collected in Table 5.  Simply 

changing the gelling agent from water to 0.1 M acetic acid or 0.1 M nitric acid 

considerably accelerated the rate of gelation, as is expected by shifting the pH 

downwards.   
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On different templates in presence of the toluene was studied. As shown in 

figure x, despite applying PEG enlarged the surface area close to 453 m2/g, after 

autoclaving it reduced to 356 m2/g followed by increase in pore volume and pore 

diameter. Using F123 and P123 resulted with the same surface area (300 m2/g) but 

larger average pore diameter close to 180 Å in P123 case. 

 

Figure 10. N2 isotherms and PSD plots of MAs prepared by different pore forming agents using toluene as 
solvent and peptized by nitric acid solution, all samples were autoclaved prior to calcinaation at 555 °C. 
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Table 5. Nitrogen adsobtion of MA samples using toluene as solvent and vaying pore forming agents and 
peptizing. 

 

 

The isopropoxide provides three equivalents of base and the process faster 

than when hydrolysis is conducted with aqueous acid (0.1 M HNO3 and 0.1 M 

HOAc) -oxides, hydroxides, and the sol-gel synthesis of MA is Somebody reported 

that mesoporous alumina with large pore volumes and good overall surface area is 

obtained via hydrolysis of Al alkoxides in alcoholic solvents.  We first examined 

the synthesis of MA using the hydrolysis of aluminum (III) isopropoxide in four 

different alcohols of increasing lipophilicity with and without a nonionic polymer 

template using the sol-gel method.  The molar ratio of water to aluminum was fixed 

at 6:1  and the gel isolated from the excess disperser (alcohol or toluene), dried and 

calcined by slow heating (1C/min) from room temperature to 555 °C and then 

maintained at 555 C for 5 h. A typical isotherm for these MA’s is shown in Figure 

7. and could be classified as a type IV isotherm with different hysteresis loop, 

excepting that there is almost no microporosity observed. From the figure above 
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regardless of pore forming agent type, regardless of nonionic template type, 

evacuation of the xerogel leads to a significant increase in formation of the wider 

pores in (the pore range between 100- 270 Å). (in case of samples with P123 the 

range is 120-460 Å) 

  

We found an increase in pore size followed by decreasing in surface area in 

autoclaved samples in the order of EtOH>T>IPA>1OA>TBA. Among them, MA-

E-P123-AC reached to 108 Å, 0.79 cc/L with 282 m2/g surface area, represent 77% 

increase in average pore diameter and 30% increase in pore volume but 24% 

decrease in surface area. Meanwhile, in MA-I-P123-AC case a marginal increase 

in all indices observed. In all cases a cylindrical shaped pore demonstrated from 

their isotherm however, IPA showed a broader and both TBA and 1OA 

demonstrated a bi-modal PSD which is shown in the figure 7. 

In another approach utilizing toluene as solvent speeded up the process 

without necessity of heating. The results are shown in the table 4. indicates that in 

MA-T-P123-AC using toluene instead of alcohols shifted average pore diameter by 

52 Å to the larger pores in compare to the MA-I-P123-AC which was the largest 

pore diameter using alcohols. 

 

Effects of nitric acid as a peptizing agent on nitrogen adsorption isotherms 

and the PSD of MA are shown in figure 10. As can be seen in these figures, 

regardless of pore forming polymer the IV type isotherm with H1 loop was 
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confirmed cylindrical shape pores. Hydrolyzing the aluminum precursors with 0.1 

M nitric acid increased the average pore diameter in all cases but has different effect 

on surface area. In P123 surface are, pore volume and pore diameter increased, 

while in PEG and F127 surface area and deceased and in F127 it maximized the 

average pore diameter to 211 Å. 

Synthesis of the MA in absent of pore forming agent is studied and effect 

of various combination of different peptizing agents in IPA and Toluene solvent 

with different water to aluminum molar ratios is provided. The textural parameters 

derived from nitrogen isotherms are summarized in table 6. Results confirm that, 

hydrolyzing the sample with 0.1 M acetic acid increases the pore diameter by 

almost two folds from 85 Å to 157 Å in compare with hydrolyzing with water. 

Almost same increase happens in case of with and without autoclaving. Using IPA 

exhibited a high surface area of 325 m2/g in compare with 251 m2/g of toluene while 

average pore diameter and total pore volume in both cases had close values. 

Peptizing with 0.1 M acetic acid can increase the pore diameter by 16 % and 10% 

total pore volume in compare with nitric acid with the marginally close surface area 

330 m2/g if IPA be the solvent the differences were respectively 13 % and 14 % 

with 22% shrinkage of surface area in toluene case. It is also shown that by 

increasing molar ratio of water over aluminum from 2 to 5 then 7.5 and finally 12 

the surface area continuously increases from 295 to 325 then 333 and 406. 

However, 5:1 molar ratio gives the maximum pore diameter of 157 Å.  
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2.4.4. Peptizing 

Numerous studies have demonstrated the feasibility of the influence on 

hydrolysis and condensation rates via implementation of the synthesis parameters 

such as varying pH, H2O/Al ratios, aging condition, and calcining temperature … 

in previous section we examined the aging condition with autoclaving of the 

obtained gel for boehmite production. In the following section we examined the 

acceleration of the hydrolysis/condensation rate by peptizing of the Al precursor 

with acidic solutions. Series of mesoporous aluminum oxide samples were 

synthesized in the same method that is mentioned in the toluene solvent subsection 

(2.2) except hydrolyzed with 0.1 molars nitric acid rather than DI water which 

resulted to create a significant increase in pore volume before larger pore diameter. 

In this work, the hydrolysis with an acidic solution is called peptizing. Peptizing 

with the acidic solution leads to a very fast hydrolysis that consists of relatively 

smaller crystallites with a certain reticulated structure and network.64 
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2.4.5. Non-templated synthesis 

We tried a synthesis method in the absence of typical pore forming agents. 

Herein, 100 grams of AIP was dissolved in 90 grams IPA or toluene (if IPA its 

necessary to heated at 85 °C but not in toluene case) then samples were peptized 

with different amount of (H2O/Al molar ratios H2O/Al:2 equal to 18 grams, 

H2O/Al:5 equal to 45 grams, H2O/Al:7.5 equal to 67grams, H2O/Al:12 equal to 108 

grams)  get hydrolyzed with DI water or 0.1 molars nitric acid or 0.1 M acetic acid 

solution dropwise added till a thick gel formed. The alcogel kept at room 

temperature for 24 hours  then excess alcohol/toluene decanted then it kept in the 

hood to let rest of the alcohol vaporize (so call it a wet gel) then wet gel transferred 

in a proper container and autoclaved at 85-190 psi pressure and 120-170 °C for 48 

hours. Then xerogel cooled down and depressurized slowly for the next (3rd) day in 

autoclaving chamber (autoclave pressure maintains with addition of water in 

autoclave chamber). Finally, samples calcined with a ramp of 1 °C/min up to 555°C 

for 5 hours to create a pure mesoporous gamma-alumina. 

Furnace program is as follows: Room temperature to 150°C with ramp of 

10°C/min and keep it for 30 minutes. Then, heat up to 250°C with a 1°C/min then 

keep it 1 hour then with the same method sample step by step calcined 350°C and 

°450°C and final temperature is 555°C and keep it for 5 hours. Then let it cool down 

to 400°C in 3 hours and in the end to room temperature in 5 hours. 
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 Table 6. Textural  characters ofnon-templated MA samples varying the synthesis parameters. 

 

The importance of the H2O/Al molar ratio and how optimized hydrolysis 

can significantly boost the quality of the pores is shown in Figure 11. Despite the 

average of the BJH pore volume and pore diameter of the sample with H2O/Al = 5 

(green graph) is a  little bit larger than the sample with H2O/Al = 7.5  (blue), the 

sample with H2O/Al = 7.5 has higher incremental pore volume in the pores wither 

than 160 Å. Figure 11 indicates that pores larger than 160 have a higher surface 

area in graph comparing to others.  
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Figure 11. N2 adsorption-desorption Isotherms and BJH Desorption Incremental BJH Desorption dV/dlog(D) 
Pore Volume vs. Pore Distribution comparing different H2O:Al molar ratios- all samples hydrolyzed with 0.1 
molars acetic acid and then autoclave treated and finally calcined at 555°C. 

A series of samples were prepared to vary H2O/Al molar ratios by the non-

templated method described previously IPA was used as the corresponding solvent, 

peptized with 1 M acetic acid solution. All boehmite made by autoclaving of the 

dried gel, and finally, all samples were calcined gradually heating from room 

temperature to 555 °C at 1 °C/min and soaked at 555 °C for 5 hours, finally allowed 

the sample to cool to room temperature over 4 hours in the furnace. The textural 

properties of the obtained samples with H2O/Al molar ratios varying from 2,5,7.5, 

12 were then investigated using N2 adsorption method. It is well known that at 

H2O/Al <10, solely boehmite (γ-AlOOH) will be produced. The boehmite is 

crystalline with an fcc sublattice that could form a high surface area with suitable 

textural properties γ-Al2O3 (tetragonal) type by controlled calcination between 400 
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°C to 800 °C.31 By increasing H2O/Al molar ratios, the other classes of aluminum 

compounds will create such as bayerite α-Al(OH)3 or gibbsite γ-Al(OH)3.
31,65 

The importance of the H2O/Al molar ratio and how optimized hydrolysis 

can significantly boost the quality of the pores is shown in figure 11. From a textural 

point of view, It is evident that by increasing H2O/Al molar rations from 2 to 5  the 

resulted surface area improves from 295 to 325 m2/g, both total pore volume and 

average pore diameter enlarged from 0.69 to 1.60 cm3/g and 75 to 157 Å, 

respectively. Despite the average of the BJH pore volume and pore diameter of the 

sample with H2O/Al = 5 (green graph) is a  little bit larger than the sample with 

H2O/Al = 7.5  (blue), the sample with H2O/Al = 7.5 has higher incremental pore 

volume in the pores wider than 160 Å. Figure xx indicates that pores larger than 

160 Å  have a higher surface area in the blue graph comparing to others.  An 

increase in surface area from 333 to 406 m2/g happened with a steep loss of both 

pore volume and pore diameter associated with increasing H2O/Al ratios from 7.5 

to 12, which it probably caused by forming the bayerite along with boehmite in 

excess of the water. 

We decided to investigate two other parameters on non-templated samples 

by picking the MA-I-7.5A-AC-555 formulation as a candidate with an optimum 

textural property. In the first step, we prepared the same sample formulation but 

used 0.1 M nitric acid rather than acetic acid to investigate the effect of different 

acids on the resulting alumina's textural properties and labeled it as MA-I-7.5N-

AC-555. Using nitric acid, we face a marginal decrease in all tripled textural 

indexes listed as follows: 327 m2/g, 1.42 cm3/g, and 132 Å. The second parameter 
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that we studied was the calcination temperature of the boehmite in which we 

divided the MA-I-7.5 N-AC boehmite into two portions and calcined them with 

555 °C and 800 °C and labeled the former as MA-I-7.5N-AC-800. by comparing 

two samples, a steeped decrease in surface area 218 m2/g and a marginal decrease 

in pore volume (1.14 cm3/g) of the sample calcined at higher temperature reported 

along with a 23 % increase in average pore diameter from 132 to 163 Å was shown 

as expected. In a separate attempt, we prepared a sample with the same formulation 

as MA-I-5A-AC-555, but we calcined it at the lower temperature of 420 °C and 

labeled it as MA-I-5A-AC-420. Herein, we observed an increase in surface area 

from 325 to 437 m2/g in a sample calcined at 400 °C and a marginal decrease in 

pore volume from 1.60 cm3/g down to 1.50 cm3/g  and loose of pore diameter from 

157 to 111 Å. 

 

Figure 12. effect of different peptizing agents on textural properties of the non-templated MA samples with 
7.5 water to aluminum molar ratio. 
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Figure 13. effect of different calcining temperatures on textural properties of the non-templated MA samples 
with 5 water to aluminum molar ratio. 
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The effect of solvent was the other subject to investigate such a sample with 

the formulation of the MA-I-5A-AC-555 was prepared, and toluene was used as the 

solvent rather than isopropanol and labeled as MA-T-5A-AC-555, the specific 

surface area of the sample drastically decreased from 325 to 251m2/g while both 

pore volume and pore diameter have changed by narrow margins from 1.57 to 1.60 

cm3/g and from 157 to 150 Å, respectively. The effect of different peptizing agents 

was investigated concerning the toluene as a solvent, so the formulation of the 

sample MA-T-5A-AC-555 was followed with switching from acetic acid to nitric 

acid with the same concentration and the sample was labeled as MA-T-5N-AC-

555. The textural properties followed the same trend as we expected from 

comparing MA-I-7.5A-AC-555 and MA-I-7.5N-AC-555. By switching acetic acid 

with nitric acid in a toluene medium, we measured a marginal increase in surface 

area from 251 to 260 m2/g; however, 14.5% shrinkage in the total pore volume of 

the sample from 1.57 to 1.137 cm3/g and 11.5% negative shift in average pore 

diameter from 150 to 133 Å was reported.  
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Figure 14. effect of different solvents on textural properties of the non-templated MA samples with 5 water to 
aluminum molar ratio. 

 

Figure 15. effect of different peptizing agents on textural properties of the non-templated MA samples with 5 
water to aluminum molar ratio. 
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The effect of autoclaving through gel treatment was studied with a non-

templated synthesis method as we prepared a sample with the exact formulation of 

the MA-I-5A-555, but we did not treat the boehmite with autoclaving. The resulting 

texture showed autoclaving helps the boehmite arrange a better crystallite network 

as the calcining of both samples at 555 °C almost doubles down pore volume from 

0.92 to 1.60 cm3/g and pore diameter from 91 to 157 Å with the marginal decrease 

in surface area from 369 to 325 m2/g. 

 

 

Figure 16. effect of autoclaving on textural properties of the non-templated MA samples with 5 water to 
aluminum molar ratio. 
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555but using pure water rather than acidified and labeled as MA-I-5A-AC-555. By 

comparing two samples, an increase in surface area from 325 to 372 m2/g was 

measured by N2 adsorption, however volume of the pores gets more minor from 

160 cm3/g in a peptized sample to 1.42 cm3/g  in the hydrolyzed sample, and 

respectively, this trend was accelerated by drastically decreasing of the pore 

diameter from 157 to 85Å. 

 

Figure 17. comparing the effect of peptized with non-peptized synthesis on textural properties of the non-
templated MA samples with 5 water to aluminum molar ratio. 
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2.4.6. Monolith 

We examined four different MA powders as the mesoporous phase that was 

mixed 4:1 with boehmite to construct monolithic spheres.  The resulting monoliths 

and their textural properties are indicated in Table 18.   Each MA had SSA in excess 

of 200 m2/g and average pore diameters between 130 and 180 Å.  In addition, 

spheres made from 100% boehmite were prepared. For alumina source, as 

preparation method was described previously. The reason is that the prepared 

support will have suitable surface characteristics if stabilized calcined alumina 

particles were stick together with helping a peptized boehmite gel. The obtained 

MAPs were chosen from the high surface area ranging between 218 m2/g to 300 

m2/g and large pore volume (1.37 cm3/g to 1.56 cm3/g) and high pore diameter 

ranging between 133 Å to 180 Å.  
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Table 7. Textural properties and crushing strength test of MAM1 prepared by pure boehmite. 

 

 

Figure 18. Isotherms and PSD of the boehmite and MAM1 samples were prepared by different methods. 
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The spherical supports were characterized by nitrogen adsorption-

desorption for specific surface area, pore-volume, and pore diameter and tested for 

mechanical crushing strength. Table 9. shows that using four types of mesoporous 

alumina powders (MAP) varying in textural characters leads to mesoporous 

alumina monolith (MAM) with different textural properties and crushing strengths. 

In addition, each powder sample was treated with various concentrations of nitric 

acid or ammonium hydroxide to compare the effect of acid or base appetizers on 

the final monolith. Furthermore, using different concentrations of the peptizing 

agents ends up in significant changes in outcomes. 
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Table 8. Textural properties and crushing strength test of MAM2 prepared by different methods from MA-T-P123-AC. 

  

 

Figure 19. effect of methods A, B, C on textural and physical properties of the MAM2 samples. 
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Figure 20. effect of methods D, E, F on textural and physical properties of the MAM2 samples. 
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Table 9. Textural properties and crushing strength test of MAM3 prepared by different methods from MA-T-F127-AC. 

 

 

Figure 21. effect of methods A, B, C on textural and physical properties of the MAM3 samples. 
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Figure 22. effect of methods D, E, F on textural and physical properties of the MAM3 samples. 

 

Table 10. Textural properties and crushing strength test of MAM4 prepared by different methods from MA-T-5N-AC. 
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Figure 23.  effect of methods A, B, C on textural and physical properties of the MAM4 samples. 

 

Figure 24.  effect of methods D, E, F on textural and physical properties of the MAM4 samples. 
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Table 11. Textural properties and crushing strength test of MAM4 prepared by different methods from MA-I-7.5N-AC-800. 

 

 

Figure 25. effect of methods A, B, C on textural and physical properties of the MAM5 samples. 
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Figure 26. effect of methods D, E, F on textural and physical properties of the MAM5 samples.  
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In all cases, surface characters reduce due to adding acidic or basic solution 

through the paste process and secondary calcination. The specific surface area and 

pore volume decreased by increasing the concentration of acidic and basic peptizing 

agents from 2% to 5% in all cases and crushing strength increase 28 to 72%.  

However, using a plasticizer and lower concentration of peptizing agents is helping 

to prevent such a decrease in surface area, total pore volume, and average pore 

diameter. Furthermore, adding 5% TEG to our paste before final kneading keeps 

our fabricated monolith in the desired properties as crushing strength was measured 

as 18 to 29 N per single pellet. The textural properties reformed, surface area either 

increased or did not changed was 200 m2/g > in all samples, total pore volume 

increased it was in 0.48 to 0.93 cm3/g  depending on initial MAP used for a sample 

satisfies our desired goal. By comparing the average pore diameter, it is evident 

that using a plasticizer helped to form larger pores with wider pore diameters. In all 

cases in which it yielded 116 Å to 142 Å depending on the initial pore diameter of 

the MAP except one case which it increased from 56 Å  to 79 Å caused by using a 

smaller initial pore diameter MAP (133 Å). Using a higher concentration of the 

peptizing agents (5%) leads to having very tough spheres but losing the majority of 

the textural values, and using nitric acid makes the monolith 5 to 30% harder than 

using the same concentration of the ammonium hydroxide. Comparing with 

commercially available catalyst supports we were able to make as the top graded 

products in the market, our lab made catalyst support had higher textural properties 

and adequate crushing strength compared to all commercial alumina supports, and 
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very close to some silica spheres supplied by Saint-Gobain, please see the following 

table. 

Table 12. Commercially available MAMs with their textural and physical properties. 
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Table 9. shows that the best method of formulation for lowest impact on 

textural properties of the monolith can be chosen from B, D, and E methods. Among 

them, method D shows satisfactory results in both textural and mechanical terms. 

Regardless of the initial surface characters by using 2% ammonium hydroxide on 

all prepared samples, a sufficient crushing strength was measure as minimum as 

9.3 N/mm, and maximum as 10.3 N/mm, and all products possess surface area 

higher than 205 m2/g and pore volume between 0.62 to 0.75 cm3/g along with high 

pore diameter between 103 to 129 Å, on each sample depending on the texture of 

the starting alumina. Depending on the textural properties of the MAP used in 

monolith preparation, by increasing the concentration of acidic or basic plasticizer 

from 2% to 5 %, the textural properties could decline by a different order of 

magnitude in all cases 35 to 50 % increase in crushing strength were measured. 

Therefore, using 2% peptizer is superior to higher concentrations. Among acidity 

or basicity of the peptizing agent, ammonia shows a better effect on the pore 

diameter of the MAM as in all Methods using the 2% base (D and E) the pore 

diameter was higher than 103 Å. By adding 5 % TEG as plasticizing to 2% 

ammonia formulation in all cases, the pore diameter enlarged between 7 to 27 Å 

concerning the MAP used in the formulation. Mixing TEG and base also helped to 

boost both surface area and total pore volume of the MAM. It seems that with the 

E method, the surface area increases if the implemented MAP has a value of 260 

m2/g> and pore volume, regardless of the MAP always increases between 19% to 

37%. Using 2% acid and %5 TEG (method B) generally increases the surface area 
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of the MAM in comparison with method A; however, it acts as a pore widener, 

same as in E formulation as an average of 43% increase in pore diameter was 

measured. From a mechanical stability perspective, although coupling peptizing 

agent and leads to lower crushing strength, all produced MAMs have passed the 

limit of 6 N/mm and are suitable to use as catalyst carriers.  

By comparing our lab made supports with their commercially available 

peers from table 7. and 9. it is evident that all listed monoliths have passed our 

primary requirements of having a 200 m2/g > surface area with a large pore volume 

of 0.62 cm3/g > and a narrow and enlarged pore diameter of higher than 100 Å 

which is mechanically stable with the minimum of 6 N/mm (equivalent to 18 N for 

a 3mm diameter size single sphere)  

Therefore, the following samples passed our quadruple requirements and in 

two or three indexes are better than the best commercially available support:  

MAM2-B, MAM2-D, MAM2-F, MAM3-B, MAM3-D, MAM3-E, MAM4-D, 

MAM4-E, MAM5-D, and MAM-E. 

It is worth mentioning that all MAMs made from 100% mesoporous γ-

alumina and no inorganic impurities such as Si, MA, Na, Ca, … is not used as 

structural promoters. In addition, none of the MAMs shown any crack or collapse 

during the further treatments like impregnation, calcination, and reductions steps in 

the FTS catalysis. 
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Chapter 3 

High Thermally Conductive Fischer-Trosch Catalyst Design and 

Preparation 
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3.1. Introduction: Catalyst and supports requirements 

Operating an exothermic reaction exclusively FT reaction via a tubular 

reactor packed with a conventional catalyst is known to be an uphill task. Poor heat 

transfer and non-uniform mass transfer regime through the catalyst bed is the 

paramount issue in the process that limits profitability. To maximize the efficiency 

of FTS process, the catalyst needs to meet some requirements such as the size of 

the catalyst particles, the shape of the catalyst, morphology and textural properties 

of the catalyst, mechanical stability, high attrition resistance, high lifetime, activity, 

etc. 

FTS catalyst comprises two main components, an active component, a 

precious metal such as cobalt, nickel, iron, and ruthenium, that triggers the reaction 

that could be promoted with a minor amount of a secondary metal such as 

ruthenium, rhenium, platinum, etc. 

A  mesoporous material that is typically made of refractory oxide could act 

as catalyst support. It usually is a passive component that could not interact with 

the reactant by itself but could maximize the active metal dispersion by providing 

a large surface area and regulating the interparticle mass transfer by having a 

specific morphology character. Among them, alumina, silica, and titania are the 

most well-established materials used as catalyst support in heterogeneous catalysis. 

In past decades, the effect of various properties of the catalyst support has been 

investigated in the heterogeneous catalysis field exclusively in FTS. Since the 

reaction occurs at the surfaces, it is an indispensable requirement for catalyst 

support to maximize active metal dispersion through a large surface area, typically 
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with surface areas larger than 150 m2 g-1, which could substantially reduce 

operating costs while maintaining higher productivity.66,67 

Having a substantially large pore volume is essential for catalyst support to 

uphold a smooth mass diffusion in FTS25–29 for small size reactants, which could 

provide an uncovered active site to them and for high molecular weight product 

species that consists of a large number of product species of pore volume larger 

than 0.5 mL g-1. In addition, support with large pore volume is capable of burdening 

more active metal through the impregnation. Meanwhile, the size of the active 

metal nanoparticles determines the pore diameter parameter as it was studied with 

Zhan et al.68 Furthermore, products selectivity and reaction rate depends on the 

pores' geometry, as mentioned in numerous studies.24,29,68,69  

The size and shape of the catalyst were investigated by Iglesia et al.70,71 1-3 

mm catalyst preferably in spherical shape is recommended to minimize the pressure 

gradient across the bed. In addition, large catalyst particles will provide higher 

mechanical stability and smother mass transfer. On the other hand, Miloš et al.72 

suggested using either 0.2 – 0.5 mm fully impregnated or larger size spheres with 

an egg-shell distribution of cobalt with a thickness of lower than 0.13 mm for lower 

methane selectivity. Moreover, they must possess sufficient mechanical strength to 

prevent fracturing due to load or thermal fluctuations.  For example, in their 

investigation, Zohdi et al.36 studied the effect of mass transfer in fixed bed FT 

reactors, which showed intraparticle mass diffusion would become a prominent 

factor as it affects the Thiele module and, therefore, kinetic rates of the reactions in 

catalyst particle larger than 1.5 mm. Khodakov et al.24 examined pore size effects 
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on FTS catalysis using cobalt on SBA-15, MCM-41, and commercial silica 

supports. They report that reaction rates and turnover frequency increased fivefold 

in the catalysts with 330 Å pores over those 20 Å pores. 

Moreover, the larger pore supports yielded more C5+ products.  Additional 

interesting effects were attributed to the large pore diameters and volumes. In 

related studies, it was shown that the size of Co3O4 particles formed after deposition 

and calcination were proportional to the γ-alumina support pore diameter.25,26  

Saib27 et al. showed in his study that the size of the cobalt crystallite size increased 

from 30 Å to 83 Å as the pore increased from 40 Å  to 150 Å. Jung et al.28 studied 

the effect of pore diameter on the performance of FTS over different silica supports 

and observed that by increasing pore diameter from 60 Å to 125 Å, CO conversion 

increased from 60% to 75.5 % meanwhile CO2 selectivity reduced from 14% to 9% 

and also CH4 selectivity reduced from 29.5 % to 19.8 % and C5+ selectivity 

increased from 55 % to 70 %.  Ghampson29 and coworkers demonstrated that the 

larger cobalt particles found in alumina support with larger pores (100 to 200 Å) 

were intrinsically more active catalysts. Their investigation on the effect of pore 

diameter on TOF revealed a linear relation up to a pore diameter of 130 Å. Morel 

et al.34 listed typical hydrotreating fixed bed catalyst properties, 1.2 to 6 mm 

diameter alumina spheres or extrudates with the surface area of 80 to 220 m2/g and 

pore volume larger than 0.5 cm3/g and pore diameter of 100 to 200 Å is a commonly 

used catalyst carrier.   

From a heat transfer perspective, regardless of the size of the reactor tube, 

radial heat removal becomes more effective at higher velocities with larger catalyst 
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particles, as is shown in a study by Sie et al.73. Both partial pressure drop in the 

reactor vessel along with catalyst performance are the determining factors to an 

increase of particle size and velocity.74 Therefore, there is a complimentary linkage 

between all required factors for an optimum operation of a profitable FTS process. 

In other words, all these requirements needed to be followed, and each one of them 

has a vital role in the process outcome. Among all of them, heat transfer seems to 

be the most challenging factor. Poor thermal conductivity of the traditional 

materials applied as catalyst carriers was the subject of some studies in recent years. 

Monolithic and honeycomb catalysts are known for their advanced plugged flow 

advantages. Visconti et al.75 investigate metallic monolith catalyst bodies with high 

thermal conductivity for FTS in 1-inch diameter tubular reactors. It was shown that 

wash-coated metallic monolith could remove large amounts of heat from reaction 

sites with minimized mass diffusion restriction and low-pressure drop. However, 

as a simulated solid-phase temperature profile was shown, there was a non-uniform 

temperature distribution in the bed. Despite the high CO conversion (70%), low 

volumetric productivity (caused by large reactor tube made it not effective as it was 

supposed to be. On the other hand, one of the challenges in using significant 

monolithic catalysts for FT is that we need to apply the porous catalyst on the frame 

by wash coating techniques that make the monolith very fragile, and the 

concentration of the acid needed for the process will decline the textural properties 

of the porous material. Furthermore, fabrication of the commercial scale metallic 

monolith with wash coating techniques is a tedious and costly process. Lacroicx et 

al.22 were suggested using silica carbide foam as FT catalyst; due to the low surface 
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area of the SiC, it was coated with Al2O3 by the same wash coating technique as 

Visconti et al.75 tried, Although the Catalyst demonstrated an excellent thermal 

conductivity and the lowering CH4 and CO2 selectivity, it had a low surface area  

(20 – 25 m2/g) and also the syngas was diluted with Ar gas with a 1:1 molar ratio 

that could help to manage the thermal related challenges. According to their study, 

loading 30% Co on SiC will result to produce a high amount of waxes as the chain 

growth probability (α) as high as 0.91 while using conventional alumina could lead 

to 0.85 as α value which is showing the higher liquid product with 7% more CO 

conversion but lower and higher methanation. Coating SiC fame with Al2O3, 

though, could show an efficient  C5+ productivity performance among those three 

catalysts by 75 % CO conversion and 79 % C5+ productivity. Fratalocchi et al.76 

were investigated the thermal behavior of the Pt promoted Co catalyst supported on 

Al2O3 which was packed into the metallic foam, tmpreture runaways and 

fluctuations was exceptionally reduced but the catalyst was making a high amount 

of methane between 11% to 33.3 % along with that  CO2 selectivity was as high as 

7.1% at 240 C when they tried to increase the CO conversion as high as 67.5%. The 

large size of the catalyst, along with using a low surface area alumina (59 m2/g) and 

small pore volume (0.20 cm3/g), could be mentioned as the other reasons for having 

low volumetric productivity. The same crew investigated a small egg-shell catalyst 

by loading Co on γ-Alumina with better textural properties than the previous study 

in a compact FT reactor that could maintain 10 % CH4 selectivity. However, CO 

conversation was as low as 45.5% by increasing the temperature to 240 C the could 

increase the conversion as high as 55% methane selectivity and marginally lower 
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C5+ selectivity in their best run; however, they had to use 24 vol.% inner gas to 

have better control on the thermal behavior of their catalysis.77 

Poor and slow heat removal of the conventional packed bed reactors makes 

them the most crucial rig to use in the FTS process. Temperature oscillations, the 

large temperature gradient in the catalyst bed, non-homogeneous temperature 

distribution within a catalyst particle, local hot spots, and cold spots are known as 

the main issues regarding the temperature-related challenges in applying fixed bed 

reactors. The mentioned instabilities introduce several drawbacks: low liquid 

product (C5+) selectivity, increasing unfavored product selectivities such as CH4, 

CO2, C2H6, C3H8, and other low-value gaseous hydrocarbons. Moreover, soot 

formation by the Boudouard reaction could partially deactivate the catalyst by 

covering the particle's outer surfaces and clogging the reactor tube, resulting in a 

high-pressure drop through the reactor. 

The partially deactivated catalyst particles lead to lower carbon conversion 

which, necessitating the re-generation of the whole catalyst bed. 

In addition, permanent catalyst damages such as sintering, agglomeration, 

and physical damages such as breakage and blocking the surface of the catalyst 

particles are the other possible consequences of the inefficient heat exchange. 
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3.2. Catalysts and catalyst support preparation 

The selectivity of the FTS is strongly influenced by a combination of 

thermal, diffusional, and reactional limitations within the catalyst.70 The mass 

diffusion is improved by deposition of the active catalyst on a thin layer of the 

catalyst, such as an egg-shell catalyst. The reaction condition within the catalyst 

pellet is enhanced by controlling the pressure of the reaction, optimizing the H2 to 

CO ratio, maximizing the Cobalt dispersion, promoting the reducibility of Cobalt 

nanoparticles, etc. Heat dissipation of the catalyst pellet could increase by using 

thermally conductive catalyst support. In this chapter, we are trying to explain the 

preparation of various catalyst support and different approaches to modifying their 

FT performance. 

The prepared support candidates classified into six different categories: 

1- Conventional mesoporous silica-supported egg-shell catalyst (CMS-ES)  

2- Mesoporous alumina monolith egg-shell catalyst (MAM-ES)  

3- Fully impregnated mesoporous alumina monolith catalyst (MAM-FI)  

4- mesoporous alumina monolith core-shell catalyst (MAM-CS) 

5- Thermally modified mesoporous alumina monolith egg-shell catalyst (X-

MAM-ES) with five different types of a thermal modifier, which could sub-

divided based on modifier as: 

• Aluminum modified egg-shell catalyst (Al-MAM-ES) 

• Copper modified egg-shell catalyst (Cu-MAM-ES) 
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• Rainey Cobalt modified egg-shell catalyst (RC-MAM-ES) 

• Graphite modified egg-shell catalyst (Gr-MAM-ES) 

• Silica carbide modified egg-shell catalyst (SC-MAM-ES) 

6- Aluminum modified core-shell catalyst (Al-MAM-CS) 

Herein, we first educate about methods of fabricating the above catalyst 

supports, and then the required techniques for preparation of fully impregnated and 

egg-shell impregnation of both conventional and fabricated supports will  

 

3.2.1 Conventional catalyst support 

Herein, all the experiments done with a conventional silica carrier were 

performed via mesoporous silica spheres with a 4 mm diameter and BET surface 

area of 220 m2/g, pore volume of 0.85 cm3/g, an average pore diameter of 120 Å, 

and mean crushing strength of 56 N purchased from SAINT-GOBAIN.  

3.2.2. Preparation of monolithic sphere and pellet MAO catalyst supports 

Monolithic catalyst supports comprised of 3-4 mm spheres can be made 

from the MAO powder described previously in combination with a binder (typically 

boehmite) and plasticizers, such as triethylene glycol (TEG) or methyl cellulose 

(MC).  In a typical procedure for the production of spheres, the boehmite and MAO 

powders are freshly ground and sieved using a 200-mesh sieve to ensure particle 

sizes  < 75 micrometers. A paste is prepared by mixing 10 g boehmite and 40 g 

MAO powder for 5 min before peptizing by addition of ~40 mL of 0.1 M nitric acid 

and mixing to form a gelatinous paste. The volume of nitric acid is estimated from 
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the pore volumes of the MAO and boehmite powders and adjusted as needed to 

form a dough-like paste.  The dough is further refined by the addition of 4 mL (5 

g) of TEG plasticizer, which is mixed and kneaded into a dough-ball for ~ 20 min, 

during which small additions of nitric acid (0.1 M) are used as needed to keep the 

appropriate moisture content.  When the resulting 'paste' has the rheology of Play-

doh, it is ready for extrusion.  The paste was extruded through a die template with 

3.7 mm holes to form a spaghetti-like mass of cylinders laid flat and cut at ~ 4 mm 

intervals.  The still moist pellets are then loaded onto a boilie roller rack with an 

internal diameter of 3.7 mm. Reciprocating the top rack of the boilie roller rack 

converts the pellets to spheres, which are then allowed to slowly dry over 48 h by 

placing them in a plastic jar with the lid left loose.  After this initial drying, the 

spheres are transferred to an oven and dried under a nitrogen atmosphere for 12 h 

at 85 °C.   The spheres are then calcined at 555 °C under 60 mL/min flow of the 

helium gas for 5 hours to yield the desired mesoporous aluminum monolith (MAM) 

supports, having an average diameter of  3 mm.  The spherical supports were 

characterized by nitrogen adsorption for surface area, pore-volume, and pore 

diameter and tested for mechanical crushing strength. 

 

3.3. Impregnation of the catalyst support with metal salts. 

The study explored the alumina or silica-supported catalyst with different 

forms of cobalt loading. A traditional loading method (fully impregnated) catalysts 

are typically demonstrated by a uniformly distributed active metal on the support 

surface, which is prepared by the incipient wetness impregnation (IWI) method. 
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The IWI is the most commonly used technique for the preparation of supported Co 

catalysts in FTS studies in which support pores are thoroughly filled with an 

aqueous precursor of Co salt. 

 

In this work, the FTS catalysts were comprised of principally alumina or 

silica supports upon which a mixture of cobalt and ruthenium metals were 

impregnated, calcined, and reduced/activated.   The reduced catalyst generally was 

composite of support and metals in which metal comprises 20% by mass cobalt and 

1.5% ruthenium by mass.   

A typical impregnation procedure using commercially available 3 mm 

monolithic spherical silica pellets, available from Saint Gobain, is described below. 

The commercial support was cleaned by calcination in the air from 25 °C to 400 °C 

with a 1°C/min ramp and kept at 400 °C  for 5 hours. Immediately prior to 

impregnation, the support pellets were pre-treated to 120 °C under flowing nitrogen 

to remove any adsorbed moisture. We typically measure a 7 to 12 % mass loss at 

this step, showing absorbed water is a significant factor. 

The support was then impregnated using the incipient wetness impregnation 

(IWI) method, in which the support is wet with a volume of dissolved metal salt in 

an aqueous solution equal to the total pore volume of the support (as calculated 

based on the measured pore volume/g).  Ten grams of silica pellets are wet with 8.5 

mL of an aqueous solution containing 10.1 g  Co(NO3)2 · 6 H2O of 97.7 % pure 

(2.0 g cobalt).    These pellets were then dried at 85 °C for 12 hours in air.  Upon 
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cooling to room temperature, the pellets were wet with 8.5 mL of an aqueous 

solution containing 0.39 g of RuCl3
.3H2O of 99.0 % pure (0.15 g Ru) and again 

dried at 85 °C for 12 hours. The salt impregnated catalyst pellets were then calcined 

in a temperature-programmed oven starting at 85 °C and ramping at 1 °C/min to 

350 °C at which it was held for 6 hours, and then left to cool to room temperature.  

This pre-catalyst is generally reduced in-situ immediately prior to an FTS run using 

a hydrogen atmosphere to generate the active metal-supported catalyst.  

Temperature programmed reduction (TPR) studies of small samples (about 200 

milligrams) of the pre-catalysts were performed in order to develop an appropriate 

reduction/activation procedure.   

3.3.1 Fully impregnated mesoporous alumina catalyst support 

Typical FT catalysts were prepared by thorough impregnation of the support 

particles via an active metal precursor. One of the main challenges in preparation 

of these class of catalysts will be the uniform dispersion of the active component 

on the particle surface area, which requires a decent impregnation technique and 

relies on various parameters such as textural characters of the support surface area, 

pore-volume, and diameter of the pores, the used solvent, pretreatment of the 

support prior to the impregnation, PZC of the support, etc.55,78,79 

A typical CMS-FI catalyst was prepared with impregnation procedure using 

commercially available 3-4 mm monolithic silica spheres CMS, available from 

Saint Gobain, is described in the previous section.  

The mesoporous alumina monolith (MAM) spheres with 3 mm diameter 

prepared with the same method and labeled as MAM-FI. 
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3.3.2 Egg-shell impregnated mesoporous catalyst supports; MAM-ES, and CMS-ES 

Egg-shell catalysts are defined by only having a portion of the outermost 

solid support impregnated with the active metal catalysts.  For FTS, an 

impregnation thickness of  ~500 microns is desired as this is about the maximal 

diffusion lengths for the long-chain hydrocarbon products.   The egg-shell design 

means that the bulk of the core of the catalyst support is inactive.  As the core tends 

to be the hottest region in a fully impregnated catalyst sphere, the egg-shell design 

eliminates this 'hotspot' which is presumed to be primarily generating light gaseous 

hydrocarbons, like methane. 80    

The preparation of egg-shell catalysts requires practice and patience and 

because of the inhomogeneity of the metal salt distribution is harder to quantify.  

The procedure involves preparing thick, semi-viscous 'melts' of the metal salts, 

either neat or as ethanolic solutions, and dispersing the melts on a preheated large 

petri dish (70 °C) and rapidly adding and rolling the solid support spheres around 

in the melt to absorb the liquid.  The total metal loading is done over several such 

absorption steps.  The thickness of the impregnated layer is followed by halving 2-

3 spheres and observing the depth of the impregnation into the sphere.  When the 

process is complete, the egg-shell catalyst has the same metal loading of 20% cobalt 

and 1.5 % ruthenium per gram of catalyst, but in this case, the metal is not 

distributed homogeneously throughout the support.  Thus, regions with no active 

metals present and regions in which the cobalt and ruthenium local concentrations 

are higher than in the uniformly impregnated solid supports. 
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Therefore, egg-shell impregnation performed via on prepared MAM with 

surface area 230 m2/g, pore volume of 0.72 cm3/g, and BJH average pore diameter 

of 120 Å and sample labeled as MAM-ES; also, the same method was applied to 

prepare an egg-shell type catalyst with conventional mesoporous silica supports 

that its textural properties were measured by N2 adsorption as surface area 220 

m2/g, pore volume of 0.8 cm3/g, and BJH average pore diameter of 120 Å and the 

obtained sample labeled as CMS-ES. 

 

3.4. Thermally modified mesoporous alumina catalyst supports 

The traditional substances were used as catalyst support are recognized as 

inferior thermal conductive materials. Alumina, silica, and titania are among the 

most common materials used as support in heterogeneous catalysis reactions for 

their chemical and thermal stability along with having required textural properties 

such as high surface and decent pore volume. However, it was clear that the poor 

thermal conductivity of such materials will be problematic exclusively when we are 

dealing with an exothermic reaction.  

In accordance with the current project, in the first approach, we tried to 

prepare a series of novel catalyst supports which they have a composite structure 

and properties aiming to have more thermal conductivity compared to conventional 

catalyst support. Therefore, the present investigation's thermally promoted catalyst 

support composition comprises a series of novel catalyst carriers that were 

designated to have some thermally conductive additives in their structure. This 

importance was done by uniformly dispersing micron-size powders of the thermally 
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conductive materials with our mesoporous alumina and binder during support 

fabrication previously explained in section 3.2.2. During the fabrication process, a 

known amount of highly conductive materials such as aluminum, copper, graphite, 

Rainey cobalt, and silica carbide in powder form were added to our mesoporous 

aluminum oxide and boehmite binder and well mixed in a container for a decent 

amount of time to have a homogenized powder mixture. Then, a peptizing agent 

and plasticizer were added to the blended powder, and after enough kneading, a 

dough-like paste formed and will be ready for further extrusion and shaping 

process. The support beads are obtained by heat treatment of the disintegrated 

extrudates and spheronized beads. From now on, we call that thermally conductive 

powder a "thermal promoter." We assume that if it is mixed homogenous, we are 

supposed to have a thermal promoter particle next to a reaction site. Therefore, 

generated heat resulted in exothermal reaction in that active site would be 

transferred and dissipated to the adjacent lower temperature reaction sites that 

probably are not hot in the meantime. With that thermally promoted composite 

structure help, we assumably have more overall temperature homogeneity. 

Therefore, we would be able to avoid the creation of hot spots and even cold spots 

during such a highly exothermic reaction.  
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3.4.1. Thermally modified mesoporous alumina support using aluminum powder 

Composite catalyst support containing 16 % wt. Aluminum/Alumina is 

prepared as follows: 

1.6 g Aluminum powder sample with a size of smaller than 70 micrometers 

was added to a mixture of 2.0 g boehmite and 6.9 g mesoporous gamma-alumina 

and well mixed for 10 minutes to have a homogenous dispersion of the powders. 

Then, 5mL of 0.1 molar solution of the nitric acid were gradually added to the 

mixture while it was kneading for 20 minutes, and then 2 mL of TEG solution was 

added to the paste. The obtained paste was introduced into the extruder with a 

cylindrical die of diameter length between 3.7 mm and extruded gently to 

cylindrical rods get extruded. Prior to the extrusion, soft paste rods get cut to 

smaller pieces with 3.7 to 4 mm length. Finally, pellets were introduced in a boilie 

roller rack, so a spherical shape smooth paste formed. With the same procedure 

described in section 2.4.6. all-spherical pastes dried and pre-heated and finally 

calcined at 550 °C for 5 hours with a 1 °C/min ramp. The spherical paste has a 3.7 

mm diameter, and after calcination, a uniform 3 mm diameter catalyst support gets 

formed. The catalyst support was labeled as Al-MAM-E. 

 

It is noted that based on thermal gravimetric analysis results, it was shown 

in figure 6. A boehmite binder loses 25 % wt. of its mass when it is calcined at 410 

°C and higher temperatures resulting from phase change to gamma-alumina. This 
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weight loss needs to be considered in all future calculations related to the final 

support composition.  

 

3.4.2. Thermally modified mesoporous alumina support using copper powder 

A 16 % wt. the copper powder was mixed with the MAM paste prepared 

with the same method as described in the previous section, the resulted paste was 

extruded and spheronized to prepared a uni-sized thermally modified composite 

catalyst support. Finally, the obtained support was impregnated as the egg-shell 

form with 20% Co and 1.5% Ru and labeled as Cu-MAM-ES. 

 

3.4.3. Thermally modified mesoporous alumina support using graphite powder 

With the same method as described in section 3.4.1. a 22 % wt. Graphite 

powder was mixed with the MAM paste. The thermally promoted composite 

catalyst support was fabricated with the same size and geometry. Obtained support 

was impregnated as the egg-shell form with 20% Co and 1.5% Ru and labeled as 

Gr-MAM-ES. 

3.4.4. Thermally modified mesoporous alumina support using Rainey cobalt 

With a similar method as described in section 3.4.1. a 17 % wt. Rainey 

Cobalt powder was mixed with the MAM paste to prepare the thermally modified 

composite catalyst support. Supports further extruded and shaped to form 3 mm 

diameter beads. Finally, the obtained beads were impregnated with the egg-shell 
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coating method with 20% Co and 1.5% Ru and labeled as and labeled as RC-MAM-

ES. 

3.4.5. Thermally modified mesoporous alumina support using SiC  

 

 With the same method as described in section 3.4.1. a 17% wt. Silica 

carbide powder was mixed with the MAP and peptized with nitric acid to prepare 

a MAM paste. Next, the SiC modified catalyst support composite was fabricated, 

dried, and calcined to create uniform 3 mm diameter beads. Finally, the obtained 

support was impregnated as the egg-shell form with 20% Co and 1.5% Ru and 

labeled as SC-MAM-ES. 
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3.5. Core-Shell designed catalyst supports 

Introduction 

The FTS using egg-shell Catalyst resulted in producing more C5+ products 

by taking advantage of having better mass transfer reported in many studies.18,71,81–

83 Based on our result and regardless of catalyst support as it examined via 

conventional silica and fabricated alumina catalyst carriers, the product of the egg-

shell catalysis FTS will be dominant waxes. This is caused by the lower partial 

pressure of the products and specifically produced water in the pores that favor the 

later chain termination of the synthesis. In one preferred embodiment, the core-shell 

composite catalyst support comprises by replacing the unused inert ceramic core of 

the egg-shell type catalyst with a high thermally conductive material such as copper 

and considering the core as a thermal reservoir and preventing hot spot incidence.84–

88 

 

3.5.1 Core-Shell mesoporous alumina support; MAM-CS 

In an embodiment precession, copper spheres with a diameter of 2 mm 

coated with the MA paste that was made with the same method described in section 

3.2.2. with a coating thickness of 650 to 750 micrometers. The obtained core-shell 

samples dried at room temperature in a loose-tight container for two days, then pre-

heated in a dried oven for a day. Then the dried core-shell pellets were transferred 

to a tube furnace and calcined at 550 C for 5 hours with 1 °C/min ramp under 100 

SCCM helium flow. 
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It is worth mentioning that helium is the best choice for thermal 

management of the composite material during the sintering or calcining due to the 

high thermal properties, and it is superior to other gases such as nitrogen and air. 

Therefore, impregnated MAM-CS  were prepared according to the method 

described in section 3.3.2. Herein, the volume of the cobalt precursor is derived 

based on the total mass of MAM coated on the copper core by subtracting the total 

mass of the catalyst from the total mass of the copper core. 

 

3.5.2. Thermally modified core-shell mesoporous Aluminum - alumina 

supports 

In an embodiment, 2 mm diameter supper conductive copper spheres were 

coated with an Al-MAM paste which the preparation method as previously 

described in section 3.4.1. to form a thermally modified shell with a conductive 

copper core composite support. Next, the soft spheres dried and calcined with the 

same method as previously described in section 3.5.1. Then, obtained support was 

impregnated with cobalt and ruthenium and labeled as Al-MAM-CS.  
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4. Fischer-Trosch reactor unit: Introducing the rig 

4.1. Introduction 

Production of synthetic fuels via catalysis requires certain reaction 

conditions. These thermodynamical parameters such as temperature and pressure 

of the reaction could indicate the preferred type of reactor which could be chosen 

between slurry bubble column, fluidized bed, and tubular plug-flow reactor. As 

mention by Davis89, fixed bed tubular reactor is the most widely used design due to 

the numerous advantages such as high catalyst loading capacity, high volumetric 

productivity, high carbon conversion, low methane, and carbon monoxide 

production, ease of operation and maintenance, reliability, cheaper catalyst, and no 

need for product separation and refining. However, Scaling up is limited by the 

non-efficient thermal conductivity of the catalyst particles, high-pressure drop 

gradient over the reactor column. 

As mentioned in the first chapter (1.3. Fischer-Tropsch Catalysts), most 

disadvantages could be minimized by choosing a proper catalyst size or optimized 

by conducting a proper operational condition. Among them, heat transfer limits 

remained as the major drawback. 

Conducting an FT run is exclusively challenging when operating in a 

tubular reactor, as there will be temperature oscillation,  temperature runaway, and 

the creation of hot spots in the catalyst bed, which could cause safety issues and 

permanent catalyst deactivation, and reduces the productivity of the process. To 

avoid the creation of hotspots and thermal runaways in all similar studies in 

academia and industrial research labs, researchers are using different techniques 
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such as using a very narrow reactor tube or introducing an inert gas, mostly 

nitrogen, as an internal syngas coolant or diluting the active catalyst with any kinds 

of catalytically inert materials such as quartz chips, or silica carbide pellets or 

unloaded catalyst supports. In some reactor designs, researchers are taking 

advantage of cooling jackets wrapped around the reactor tubes or in industrial 

reactors introducing the high-pressure steam passing through the reactor tubes to 

help. However, these solutions could result in a decline in volumetric production 

and, therefore, lower profitability, hence increasing capital expenditure (CAPEX) 

of the process. 

Based on the purpose of the present investigation, we increase the thermal 

property of the catalyst to have proper thermal management. However, a proper 

design of the reactor and heat removal capacity must be considered before any 

investigation. Therefore, the applied rig described as follows: 

The Fischer-Tropsch synthesis was carried out in a single tubular ¾", 316 

stainless steel reactor with 17 mm inner diameter and 1 mm thickness in which 10 

grams of catalyst was loaded that corresponds with the nominal catalyst bed volume 

of 15.7 cm3 (the occupied volume by thermocouple rod is removed from the 

calculation) which occupied with a 7.6 cm of active bed length. In a manner to have 

the catalyst bed fixed in its position inside of the reactor, the bed was held by 

aluminum wool at both ends. It is worth noting to mention that regardless of catalyst 

type in all catalyst loading cases, we deliberately prevent using diluent. The reactor 

was kept hot during the process with a heat gun blowing the hot air through the 

reactor shroud. Simulink and Arduino controlled the temperature and airflow. As 
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shown in figure 3. the feeding gas (H2 and CO) was introduced from the top of the 

reactor to the active bed. The catalyst was in-situ reduced in the presence of the 100 

SCCM of the 99.999% hydrogen gas flow adjusted by a Sierra mass flow controller 

(MFC) equivalent to the gas hour space velocity (GHSV) of 380 h-1 at 400 for 24 

hours in atmospheric pressure conditions. To have a reliable activation after the 

reduction was completed, the catalyst was cooled down to 150 °C while the 

hydrogen gas is still flowing with the same space velocity. Then, the system was 

pressurized by hydrogen up to 300 PSI using an Equilibar back pressure regulator 

(BPR). Then, the reactor temperature increased with the 0.5 °C/min ramp to keep 

the desired reaction temperature setpoint, and simultaneously activated catalyst was 

pre-treated with the same gas hourly space velocity of syngas with a 2:1 molar ratio 

of H2/CO for the next 24 hours. The amount of introduced syngas was calculated 

based on the molar mass ratio in which for total mass flow of 100 SCCM of syngas, 

69.5 SCCM H2, and 30.5 SCCM of CO were mixed at the outlet of the MFCs in a 

mixing vessel prior to passing through the reactor tube. For measuring the 

temperature, 12 J-type thermocouples were involved in each run for continuously 

monitoring the thermal behavior of the reaction and parts, and seven thermocouples 

were measuring the temperature in the core of the reactor. Here, each thermocouple 

(TC) gets arranged in order to have a 1.9 cm (¾ inches) distance from the next TC. 

Three other thermocouples were measuring the wall temperature at the outer 

surface of the reactor tube in their fixed positions. These 3 TCs are arranged to be 

in the same radial axis as one of the inner TCs. One TC measures the temperature 

of the hot trap, and the other TC is using it to control the heating element of the 
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heat gun. The multi-thermocouple were inserted through a tee that connected the 

feeding line of the reactor and sealed to have a fixed position inside of the reactor. 

The very end part of the reactor was connected to a 240 mL Parr bomb and was 

used as a hot trap and the temperature was kept constant to be set at 150 °C in all 

runs. All liquid and gaseous products are assumed to leave the surface of the 

catalyst bed and to flow through the hot trap. The exhaust of the hot trap was 

connected to the BPR unit with a stainless steel tube which is kept at 120 °C with 

heating tape to avoid any rapid condensation of the products through the 

pressurized line before venting out to the condenser. The BPR unit continuously 

maintains the pressure of the reactor with the stable amount of 300 PSI which is 

controlling via static pressure of the N2 gas. Therefore, all volatile molecules could 

pass through the connecting vessels and tubes and moving forward to the line by 

helping a continuous flow of unreacted gas and leaving the BPR unit. The gaseous 

products were then condensed at 0 °C by a glass condenser which kept cool by 

circulating the coolant (glycerol) fluid via a chiller. Liquified products that contain 

C5+ hydrocarbon products and water with alcohols will be collected in a dripping at 

the bottom of the condenser. The liquified light oil and aqueous products could be 

collected routinely from this unit. Other gaseous products were exhausted out from 

the top part of the condenser where it was mixing with a constant amount of N2 that 

is used as an internal standard for tail gas composition analysis via gas SRI 8610C 

chromatogram (GC). The gas mixture then passes through a gas drier unit, which 

is a sealed column packed with a desiccant pellet to get demoisturized before it 

passes through the outlet mass flow meter for measuring the tail gas flow. In the 
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end, the composition of the tail gas is examined continuously via a GC equipped 

with a Restek (Shin) column, FID, and TCD units. Typically, unreacted H2 and CO 

followed by light hydrocarbons such as CH4, C2H6, and CO2 will be detectable by 

the GC, and the result could be quantified by comparing the peak areas with an 

internal standard S(N2). A  routine daily inspection needs to be held by the operator 

to avoid any leakage through the lines and connections. Figure. 27. Show the 

schematic diagram of the FT rig. 

 

Figure 27. Figure 28. The schematic diagram of the FT rig (1) Hydrogen cylinder; (2) carbon monoxide cylinder 
; (3,3’) pressure regulator;(4) Mixing chamber; (5,5’) mass flow controller; (6) Computer;(7) NI data collector 
modules; (8) Reactor wall;(9) Multipoint- thermocouple;(10) Catalyst bed ;(11) wall thermocouple ;(12) hot-
trap and Pressure gauge;(13) Nitrogen cylinder;(14) pressure regulator;(15) Back pressure regulator;(16) 
Product collector;(17) Condenser;(18) Chiller;(19) Wet gas flowmeter;(20) Gas Chromatograph;(21) Carrier 
gas ;(22) pressure regulator 
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4.2. The Heater Unit 

One of the essential requirements of the running of FT reaction is that the 

reactor walls constantly need to be kept at a certain temperature to maintain a proper 

temperature to the catalyst and keep it activated. In the current design, hot air was 

continuously blowing through a stainless steel shroud with a 4.5 cm diameter that 

was surrounding the reactor tube. The hot air was maintained by a heating gun that 

the temperature and airflow were under control with the Simulink program. During 

the reaction, the shroud was wrapped with 

an insulator to maintain better thermal 

stability. The hot air was blowing through 

the shroud from an entry with 1.5 cm 

diameter and after circulation through the 

cylinder, it was blowing out through an 

outlet. Previous researcher implemented 

CVSAM for obtaining effective thermal 

conductivity and its sensitivity. This 

calculated sensitivity can be advantageous 

in determining reliability of the system for 

example ball grid array package , 

moreover neural network can be used to 

predict temperature of heat generating 

body. Finite volume code has been 

developed for capturing heat transfer 

 

Figure 28. Actual FT reactor demonstrating the 1.9 cm 
reactor tube surrandeed by a 4.5 cm diameter stainless 
steel shroud with an entry and outlet maintaining hot 
air flow to kepp the wall of the reactor in a desired 
temprarue. 
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phenomena in heat generating bodies. Furthermore sensitivity is derived using 

CVSAM, which is helpful for predicting reliability of system as ball grid array 

package. in addition, neural network can be used to predict temperature of heat 

generating body. Complex Variable Semi Analytical method (CVSAM) is 

advantageous in capturing sensitivity regardless of determining step size, which has 

been implemented in inverse analysis. These sensitivity values are helpful in 

measuring reliability of the system including ball grid array package. moreover, 

machine learning is used to predict temperature of heat generating body. Numerical 

inverse analysis is used to predict properties of heat generating material by 

measuring temperature at outer boundary. Accuracy and efficiency of the method 

is enhanced by using accurate sensitivity information by use of Semi-Analytical 

Complex Variable Method (CVSAM). Sensitivity information is beneficial in 

determining reliability of the system like ball grid array package. In addition, 

machine learning can be used to predict temperature of heat generating bodies.90–94 
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Figure 29. Flow diagram of the heating system connected to the controlling system. 

 

4.3. Control hardware and Software set-up   

To monitor the operation, hardware such as thermocouples, a data 

acquisition system, and a microcontroller has been installed. Temperature data from 

a thermocouple is transmitted to a computer via the data acquisition system (NI 

DAQ 9211). Using thermocouple blocks, this data is then interpreted and read in 

MATLAB Simulink. This data is then compared to the set temperature in Simulink 

software, and the error is fed into the PID loop to control the gain. The gain is used 

to control the heater via the Arduino microcontroller. A PWM signal is generated 

by the microcontroller to control the power of the heater during the process setup.  

 

 

 

Figure 30. Control Hardware/software Setup 
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4.4. PID controllers 

A PID controller minimizes the error value between the desired set-point 

value and the actual system output value (the feedback signal). It is done by 

calculating the output signal as follows:  

u(t) = kpe(t) +ki Z e(t)dt +kd de dt  

where u(t) is the output, e(t) is the error signal measured between the desired 

setpoint and the system output, kp is the proportional gain, ki is the integral gain, 

and kd is the derivative gain. Those three gains combined with the tracking error 

signal determine the proper output value for the system on the next time step. In a 

manner to solve this time continuous function in a discretized time system, one 

needed to discretize the function u(t). For the differential function from u(t),  

Thermocouples and an auto-tune PID controller are used in this experiment. 

Temperature oscillation has been observed via this PID controller at + 110/-30 C 

around the fixed temperature of 245 C. Since exothermic reactions occur in such a 

short time, an auto-tuning controller is insufficient to keep the temperature stable 

around the critical temperature of 245 °C.   

 

4.5. Augmented control loop 

A novel augmented control loop has been developed to solve the problem 

of auto-tune PID controllers. Here On/Off switch was used prior system reaches to 

the activation temperature. When the temperature reaches 235 °C, the heater is 

switched off by changing the set temperature for the PID controller to 235 °C. It 
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sets error to zero or negative and consequently sends no signal to the heater (Heater 

OFF). Due to the thermal inertia of the system, temperature increases up 

to 245C then heat is added due to the exothermic reaction of the process. As the 

heater is switched OFF, the system's temperature increases up to a specific 

temperature (~255 °C to 258 °C) and then starts decreasing. At this moment, the 

control loop senses a decrease in temperature and sets the reference temperature as 

255 °C. Error signals for PID become positive, and it switches ON the heater. Heat 

added by the heater is proportional to the error signal, which provides adequate 

heat not to increase temperature beyond control. Again, around temperature 245 

°C, exothermic reaction adds heat to the system and starts increasing temperature, 

and the control process repeats to maintain the temperature at +/- 4 °C.   
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4.6. Simulink diagram 

A MATLAB program Simulink was used to create a modified control loop 

for the FT reactor system. Figure 3 depicts an overview of the Simulink diagram, 

which includes temperature input from the system and output to the Arduino as 

PWM signals. There are two start blocks. The first start block starts the temperature 

reading, while the second start block starts the derivative subsystem. The 

interpreted MATLAB function shown in this figure contains MATLAB code for 

communicating with a DAQ system and reading temperature data. Overall, three 

separate subsystems are used, which are detailed in the following sections.   

 

Figure 31. The general Simulink diagram. 
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Figure 32. Modified Control Loop Overview- Simulink Diagram. 

 

4.7. Derivative Subsystem 

The derivative subsystem is started by the second start block. This 

subsystem's interpreted MATLAB function compares temperature to a previous 

time step and outputs the difference (dT). Further if else blocks evaluate this 

difference and set a new reference temperature difference, for example, if dT is 

positive, it provides a reference temperature of -10 degrees Celsius, whereas dT is 

negative, it provides a temperature of +10 degrees Celsius.  

 

Figure 33. Derivative Subsystem - Simulink Digram. 
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4.7.1. Reference Subsystem 

The reference subsystem receives two inputs: the first is a temperature 

reading from the system, and the second is the difference between the reference 

temperature difference from the derivative subsystem and the temperature reading 

from the system. The first if block compares the system temperature and sets the 

reference temperature for the PID control loop. i.e., if the temperature is greater 

than 528K, it sets the temperature to 528; if the temperature is less than 508K, it 

sets the temperature to 508. It sets the temperature of the second input signal while 

it is between 508 and 528. It has been determined in this loop that the system is not 

overshooting at any point in time due to the time lag of temperature measurement.  

 

 

Figure 34. Reference Subsystem- Simulink Diagram. 
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4.7.2. PID Subsystem  

As shown in Figure 6, the PID subsystem employs standard MATLAB 

functions. There are three input signals to this subsystem. The first is an error for 

the PID function loop, and the other two are system temperatures. Here, the PID 

function sends signals that are compared to 255 to generate PWM signals for the 

Arduino microcontroller, which controls the heater based on this signal. Another 

safety loop is added here to prevent the system from overshooting. This extra safety 

loop compares the system temperature to 547 K and sends 0 to the Arduino, causing 

the heater to be turned off and the system to be protected.  

 

Figure 35. PID Subsystem - Simulink Diagram. 
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Chapter 5 

Fischer-Tropsch Synthesis 

5.1. Introduction 

In this chapter, we conclude the FTS performance for all catalysts 

candidates. All prepared catalysts were active in FT reaction conditions. The FT 

catalysts candidates classified into seven different categories: 

1- Conventional mesoporous silica-supported egg-shell catalyst (CMS-ES) 

2- Conventional mesoporous silica-supported fully impregnated catalyst (CMS-

FI) 

3- Mesoporous alumina monolith egg-shell catalyst (MAM-ES)  

4- Mesoporous alumina monolith fully impregnated catalyst (MAM-FI)  

5- Mesoporous alumina monolith core-shell catalyst (MAM-CS) 

6- Thermally modified mesoporous alumina monolith egg-shell catalyst (X-

MAM-ES) with five different types of a thermal modifier (X) could sub-

divided based on modifier as: 

• Aluminum modified egg-shell catalyst (Al-MAM-ES) 

• Copper modified egg-shell catalyst (Cu-MAM-ES) 

• Rainey Cobalt modified egg-shell catalyst (RC-MAM-ES) 

• Graphite modified egg-shell catalyst (Gr-MAM-ES) 

• Silica carbide modified egg-shell catalyst (SC-MAM-ES) 

7- Aluminum modified core-shell catalyst (Al-MAM-CS) 
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Synthesis of the mesoporous alumina powder (MAP) and fabrication of 

monolith (MAM) are explained in detail in chapter 2. Preparation of thermally 

modified X-MAM-ES, core-shell MAM-CS, and Al-MAM-CS supports are 

discussed in chapter  3. The Impregnation techniques to customized deposition of 

the Cobalt and Ruthenium on support for the preparation of The egg-shell and fully 

impregnated catalyst are discussed in section 3.3.2. 

In this study, the catalyst was weighed and loaded into the reactor to repeat 

the same bed volume of 15.7 cm3 with a 7.6 cm packed length for all examined 

catalysts. The total mass of the applied catalyst varied due to the mass of added 

thermal promoters. The total mass of Cobalt and Ruthenium was calculated based 

on the mass of mesoporous silica or alumina (CMS or MAM) used in the support 

composition. Each FT run was typically continued for at least one month before 

termination. Before carrying out the FTS, The catalyst IS reduced in-situ under 

hydrogen flow of 380 h-1 a 400 °C during a time period of 18 hours. The 

performance of the FT catalysts was examined at the constant pressure of 300 PSI 

under 380 h-1 and 760 h-1 GHSV of syngas and two different temperatures at 245 

°C and 255 °C for egg-shell impregnated catalysts (CMS-ES, MAM-ES, X-MAM-

ES, MAM-CS, Al-MAM-CS). As expected, conducting the FTS reaction under 

higher syngas flow or higher temperatures (760 h-1 GHSV and 255 °C) was not 

practically feasible for fully impregnated catalysts (CMS-FI, and MAM-FI); the FT 

runs were investigated under mild reaction conditions (380 h-1, and 245 °C) 

regarding temperature runaway issues. The molar ratio of the H2 to CO in the 
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syngas is maintained at 2:1 in the absence of any other coolant gas that regularly is 

mixed with it, such as N2, He, Ar. 

The catalysts have the overal CO conversion in range between 50% to 75%, 

methane selectivity in the range between 5% to 22%, C5+ selectivity of 70% to 87%, 

and productivity of the C5+ 1.3 to 25.9 mg per unit volume of the reactor per hour. 

The Outcome/Products of the FTS are classified into tail gas, liquid oil, wax, 

and aqueous phase. The tail gas content was continuously monitored by GC with a 

sampling loop in every two hours. In addition, the flow of the gaseous was 

continuously recorded during the operation by a digital flow meter (FMA 4000 

Omega). The product liquid oil was separately collected in the cold and hot traps. 

The condensed oil in the cold trap was collected and labeled as the light oil (LO) 

as a routine basis. The hot trap contains heavy oil (HO) and wax (if any was 

generated). By depressurizing of the hot trap in the end of each running circle the 

HO and wax get separated as HO passed the tubing and collected in the collector 

while the wax remains in the hot trap liner. The aqueous phase, which contains the 

produced water and alcohols also was collected with the LO in the cold trap. 
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Figure 36. The Fischer-Tropsch Reactor with multi-point thermometers on top and a hot trap sample 
collecter at the bottom. 
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5.2. Thermal conductivity measurment 

Measuring thrmal conductivity of the catalyst bed was the important tool to 

help underastanding of the catalyst performance. For instigating the temperature, 

five J-type thermocouples Z1 to Z5 were inserted in the centre of the catalyst bed 

for continuously monitoring the thermal behavior of the reaction. Each 

thermocouple (TC) get arranged in order to have a 1.9 cm (¾ inches) distance from 

the next TC. Three thermocouple zones W2, W3, and W4 are placed respectively 

on the outer side of the reactor wall opposite of the  Z2, Z3, and Z5 for radial heat 

transfer measurement. The heat transfer measuring’s were examined through a 

stainless-steel single tubular fixed-bed reactor with 20.3 cm length, an internal 

diameter of ID = 17.3 mm and 1 mm wall thickness with a feeding syngas from the 

top of the reactor. In this research we decided to calculate the temperature 

differences within the catalyst bed by subtracting two adjacent TCs along the 

central thermocouples and calculating the axial tempreture gradient by dividing by 

the distances (1.9 cm). Therefore, Axial tempreture gradient under syngas flow 

between Z3 and Z2 in the following graph is calculated as ∆TAxial = (TZ3-TZ2) /1.9 

= (248-246)/1.9 = 1.05 °C/cm. The  radial temperature gradient calculated with 

subtracting of a termocouple zone and corresponding thermocouple attached to the 

wall of the reactor divided by the 7 mm the radial distance. For example for the 

following graph ∆TRadial = (TZ3-Tw3) /7 = (248-222)/7 = 3.7 °C/mm is the calculated 

radial temperature gradient.  By the same calculation for all adjacent and cross 

thermocouples we will be able to take an overal perspective from tempreture 

distribution through the bed. 
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Figure 37. Thermal beahavior of the catalyst bed showing temperature profile for two adjacent central 

thermocouples Z2 AND Z3 and one wall thermocouple W3 corresponding to the Z3. 

As shown in the Figure 37. the tempreture profile of two central points of 

the catalyst bed was studied under FTS reaction condition while the catalyst bed 

was under syngas flow and generats heat caused bt exothermisity of the FT reaction, 

and temperature of those zones in absence of the syngas flow without FT reaction. 

This graph is showing that estimating the thermal conductivity through stagnant 

nitrogen test could not provide the right measure as the thermal conductivity of the 

catalyst needs to be calculate based on tempreture of the bed through the FT 

reaction under the same reaction conditions. 
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5.3. The Catalyst Characterization 

The primary parameters of the catalysts were evaluated prior to loading in 

the Fischer-Tropsch reactor tube. The catalysts were characterized using a Nitrogen 

adsorption-desorption method via a fully automated, three-station, BET surface 

area, and BJH porosity analyzer, Temperature Programmed Reduction (TPR), 

Crushing strength test. 

The following chapter briefly summarizes the results of these preliminary 

tests applied in the present research.  

 

5.4. Catalyst Evaluation 

The catalysts were reduced in-situ under hydrogen flowing at 400 °C for 18 

to 24 hours at a GHSV of 385 h-1 and atmospheric pressure. The system's 

temperature allowed to reduce to 150 °C where the syngas with a 2:1 molar ratio of 

hydrogen to carbon monoxide was introduced at a 300 PSIG. The temperature 

ramped slowly to 245 °C while the syngas was flowing with a GHSV of 380 h-1. 

The systems were initially allowed to maintain a steady state over the first day of 

activation. Therefore, produced liquids during the first 24 hours of the synthesis 

were collected separately and not to be counted in the FTS productivity 

calculations. Furthermore, The performance of the catalysts was scrutinized under 

765 h-1 and 255 °C. 
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5.5. Temperature programmed reduction (TPR) 

The temperature-programmed reduction (TPR) experiment was carried out 

with a customized setup using TA Instruments, the Q600 DSC-TGA.(Fig. 42.) 

Percent mass-loss rate vs. temperature resulted from TPR, using 0.2 g of a calcined 

catalyst with a 20 SCCM flow rate of a mixture of 3% H2 and 97% N2 gas. 

Temperature was raped at a rate of 2 °C/min from 50 °C up to 600 °C. 

The catalysts showed to reduce at temperatures lower than 400 °C, which 

represents the Co3O4 reduction by the negative peaks shifting to the lower values 

form was shown in TPR plots well proved that in the presence of the Ru as promoter 

Co reducibility has been drastically influenced.  

The sample was taken from impregnated parts of the support in both egg-

shell and core-shell catalysts. Figures 38. and 39. show the Ruthenium's reduction 

promoted Cobalt deposited on MAM surface at 330 °C after an initial mass loss in 

the temperatures lower than 100 °C due to the evaporation of the adsorbed moisture. 

In thermally improved catalyst series, the sample contains the conductive 

powder. For example, in the Cu-MAM-ES catalyst, the TPR was separately 

performed on both support and impregnated outer shell. 

The figure 40. and 41. shows the reduction of the copper powder at 321°C 

in the presence of the hydrogen gas, in figure 41. reducibility of the impregnated 

(shell) section of the Cu-MAM-ES examined by TPR method and it was showing 

that at 338°C the catalyst will be reduced. 
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Figure 38. Temperature programmed reduction (TPR) of the 20% Co/1.5% Ru/MAM-CS support (shell sample) 
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Figure 40. Temperature programmed reduction (TPR) of the 20%Co/1.5%Ru/Cu-MAM-ES support. 

 

Figure 41. Temperature programmed reduction (TPR) of the Cu-MAM support. 
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Figure 42. TPR experiments caried out via TA Instruments, the Q600 DSC-TGA with dual beam sampler and 
reference, 

 

 

# 

Surface 
Area 

Pore volume Pore volume 
Comment 

m2/g cm3/g Å 

1 230 0.72 120 MAM 

2 225 0.75 120 calcined at 400 C 

3 202 0.65 124 
Impregnated and 

calcined 

4  182 0.47  130  After 50 days Reaction  
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5.6. Nitrogen adsorption-desorption 

Textural properties of the bare, impregnated, and used catalyst supports 

were measured by the nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherms obtained using a 

Tristar II surface area and porosity analyzer (Micromeritics Co. Ltd) shown in 

figure 43. Samples were degassed at 160 °C under a nitrogen flow of 20 mL/min 

for 12 hours prior to the measurements. The specific surface area (SA) was 

calculated by the Brunauner–Emmett–Teller (BET) method, using a P/P0 range 

between 0.05 and 0.30. The total pore volume (Vp), average pore diameter (Dp), 

and pore size distribution (PSD) were determined from the desorption isotherm at 

the relative partial pressure P/P0 of 0.990 based on the Barrett, Joyner, Halenda 

(BJH) model.   The total pore volume (Vp) is derived from the BJH desorption 

cumulative volume of pores between 17.0 Å and 3000.0 Å diameter. The pore size, 

Dp, is the pore diameter at the peak position of the PSD curve derived from the 

adsorption branch of the isotherm using the BJH method. 

 

Table 13. Textural properties of the MAM-ES support, before and after 50 days of FTS. 
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Figure 43. Tristar II surface area and porosity analyzer (Micromeritics Co. Ltd) with sample degassing unit 
and vaccum pump. 
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5.7. Crushing strength test 

Mechanical stability of the prepared catalyst particles is one of the critical 

parameters for determining the reliability of the process. A catalyst with a decent 

crushing strength could prevent failure in the fixed bed reactor due to the 

maldistribution of syngas and fluid products flow and significant pressure drop 

through the catalyst bed. However, this matter could hamper the non-efficient 

catalysis and series of consequences which results in the pilot plant shutting down. 

The average crushing strength of the monolithic catalyst spheres was 

measured based on ASTM (D4179) method using a crushing strength tester. Figure 

41. shows the Shimadzu  Precision Universal - tensile/crush tester (TCE-N300).  

Before each test, all catalyst samples were degassed under nitrogen at 120 

°C for 2 hours and kept in a sealed vial. The compression tests are conducted on a 

minimum of 10 single catalyst particles of each type by applying an axial force at 

a uniform rate of 1.0 N/sec until the catalyst particle crushes or collapses.  

 

Figure 44. The lay out of the Shimadzu  Precision Universal - tensile/crush tester (TCE-N300). 
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Chapter 6 

Results and discussions 

6.1. Introduction 

The primary result presented in the current chapter is summarized 

concerning the observed behavior of the FT process over the studied condition and 

varied by different thermally modified catalysts. 

The present study aimed to figure out a novel catalyst support to help 

manage the temperature differences in a single catalyst particle and, consequently, 

through the reactor's active bed by increasing the local heat dissipation capacity of 

the catalyst particles. To keep all the catalytic parameters constant such as textural 

properties, shape, and size of the catalyst particles, the mass of Co and Ru, and 

impregnation method, we prepared all catalysts samples with the same materials 

and techniques. 

 

6.2. FTS by the fully impregnated catalysts; CMS-FI and MAM-FI 

In this investigation, we first tried to carry out the FTS without using any 

diluent by a typical fully impregnated catalyst on two different catalyst support 

materials with closely identical textural properties. The FTS using a fully 

impregnated support on both conventional silica (CMS-FI) and alumina (MAM-

FI) spheres were done at 245 °C, 300 PSI, under 380 h-1GHSV of syngas with 2:1 

molar ratio of H2:CO. The physical properties of both catalysts are listed in the 

following table. 
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The temperature profile of the FT reaction related to the central 

thermocouple (Z3) is shown in fig. 45. The temperature instability and non-uniform 

temperature distribution in the catalyst bed caused by the poor thermal conductivity 

of the porous support decreases the profitability of the FTS for typical fully 

impregnated catalysts. These thermal difficulties made the process impossible to 

investigate in higher temperatures or higher syngas flows. The result leads to 1.3 

and 1.7 mg C5+ product per unit volume (mL) of the reactor per hour for CMS-FI 

and MAM-FI, respectively. The CO conversion was 55% for silica and 57% for 

alumina-supported cases, and temperature gradients ranged from 17-17-7 °C/cm 

for axial and 17.618.2 °C/mm for radial indexes. 

 

Figure 45. Temperature profile; fully impregnated conventional silica support CMS-FI. 
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6.3. FTS by the egg-shell catalysts; CMS-ES and MAM-ES 

Improving the mass transfer restriction within the catalyst particles is done 

by loading the active components of the catalyst (Co and Ru) on thicknesses that 

do not exceed 500 microns.95 Furthermore, for maintaining a smooth extra particle 

mass flow, the catalyst particles' size is reported to be optimized in a range between 

1-4 mm.70 Therefore, deposition of the Cobalt on the outer surface of the support 

particle will be a decent solution for maintaining the mentioned requirements.  

The egg-shell catalyst were prepared using both silica and alumina supports 

by the impregnation technique mentioned in chapter xx. For better perspective, in 

the first attempt, the FTS reaction with CMS-ES and MAM-ES were performed at 

the sampe reaction conditions (245 °C, 300 PSI, and 380 h-1) as carried out with 

fully impregnated catalyst (CMS-FI and MAM-FI). The productivity of the silica 

supported egg-shell catalyst has increased by marginally close to 2 fold in both 

volumetric and per unit mass of used Cobalt calculations while in alumina 

supported case this index accelerated with incrase rate as high as 3.76 times. 

 In silica supported catalyst, although percent CO conversion in egg-shell 

was 38 % lower rather than fully impregnated but the percent C5+ yield was 54 % 

higher. As expected, throughly impregnated catalyst converts carbon to the CH4 3.9 

times more than egg-shell. Intrestingly, using the egg-shell resulted to produce 

heavier hydrocarbon chains, as the  result it was producing dominantly (93% wt.) 

waxes and by increasing the syngas flow this trend was repeated as the wax to C5+ 

ratio was high as 91.6% wt.  
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The percent crude C5+ yield was measured as percent molar mass of product 

(oil and wax) per total molar mass of generated aquous phase to compare the yield 

of the process with the theoritical yield. It was 2.6 time higher in silica based egg-

shell and 4.3 times higher in alumina based egg-shell catalyst incomper with fully 

impregnated ones. The egg-shell form showed the smoother themal behavior as the 

axial tempreture gradient (∆TAxial) deceased from 17.7 to 7.2 °C/cm and ∆TRadial 

decreased from 18.2 to 4.5 °C/mm in silica supported. The thermall management 

in alumina based egg-shell catalyst also decreased with marginally higher rate as 

∆TAxial decreased from 17 to 5.2 °C/cm, and ∆Tradial reduced from 17.6 to 2.6 

°C/mm. Hence, the egg-shell form of catalyst had more uniform tempreture 

distribution as well as better mass transfer diffusion due to the shorter depth of 

acticated layer of catalyst. 

The FTS reaction condition and performances for each catalys is given in 

the table 15. In a comparison between alumina and silica base egg-shell catalyst, 

the dominant product will be the waxes, by increasing the GHSV and tempreture 

both productivity indexes increases. Under regardless of syngas flow speed, MAM-

ES has 3.9 time higher volumetric productivity in at 245 °C in compare to CMS-

ES and it is only 1.6 time higher at 255 °C. 

It is a well-stablished fact that the production of the high molecular weight 

waxes is favored by either increasing the pressure or decreasing of the syngas space 

velocity. By decreasing the path of the activated reagon the partial pressure of the 

reaction may affected as a result it favores the production of the longer chain 

species. 
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The persent carbon converted in MAM-ES catalyst was two time higher 

than CMS-ES at 245 °C while it is 73% higher at 255 °C. by increasing the GHSV 

the % CO conversion mariginally declines however, by increasing the tempreture 

of the reaction from at 245 °C to at 255 °C the rate of CO convertion will be higher. 

In addition, the synthesis rate could be increased by increasing the tempreture of 

the reaction as a result productivity of the egg-shell catalyst increases at 255 °C and 

syngas velocity. As a result of higher conversion and better bulk temperatur gadien, 

the average percent crude C5+ yeild for MAM-ES was 1.94 times higher than CMS-

ES. 

Table 14. FTS performance for both alumina and silica based of egg-shell and uniformly impregnated catalyst. 
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Figure 46. Temperature profile; egg-shell mesoporous alumina support MAM-ES at 245 °C with position of 

each thermometer in the reactor. 
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Figure 47. A) Temperature profile; egg-shell mesoporous alumina support MAM-ES at 255 °C. B) 3mm 

diameter MAM-ES after reaction. 
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6.4. FTS by the core-shell catalysts; MAM-CS 

In the previous section, the improved mass transfer of the FT catalysis is 

discussed, which is in agreement with the experimental observations for the egg-

shell design. The advantages of the egg-shell catalyst due to the better intraparticle 

mass transfer in comparison with a typical fully impregnated catalyst were 

examined. Hence, the unused central region of the egg-shell catalyst was replaced 

with a supper conductive copper sphere. In a typical embodiment, the copper core 

was coated with the same MAM material and impregnated with same protocol as 

an egg-shell catalyst, but the thermal property was upgraded by replacement of the 

ceramic core with the copper. The FT performance was compared with egg-shell 

design. Please, see the figure 48. B picture of the used core-shell catalyst with 2 

mm supper conductive core and 0.5 mm impregnated MAM coating. The textural 

properties of the shell is same as the MAM used  in the egg-shell and fully 

impregnated catalyst supports with 230 m2/g surface area, 0.72 cm3/g pore volume, 

and 120 Å pore diameter before loading the active catalyst that was measured by 

N2 adsorption. The crushing strength of the catalyst was 4 N/mm with an average 

3.1 mm diameter. 

The MAM-CS catalyst impregnated with 20 % wt. Cobalt and1.5 % wt. 

Ruthenium and The FTS carried out to investigate the effect of the supper 

conductive cooper core on the FT performance of the core-shell structure. The mass 

of cobalt could be estimated based on substraction of mass of used copper spheres 

from total mass of loaded MAM-CS into the system. The packed catalyst bed kept 

constant as the previous runs with 15.7 cm3 and 7.6 cm length and in the same 
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position. Therefore in core shell catalyst 1.25 g cobalt was used to maintain the 15.7 

cm3 of the catalyst bed. Table xx shows the summary of the results obtained from 

the FT reaction over 380 h-1 and 765 h-1 syngas hourly space velocity and at 245 °C 

and 255 °C and 300 PSI pressure. Table reports the productivity of the process both 

on per unit mass of used cobalt and unit volume of the reactor per hour. The figure 

48. Is shown the schematic diagram of the FT reactor with the position of each 

thermocouple also the tempreture profile of the MAM-CS catalyst under 380 h-1 

GHSV and at 245 °C is showing very stable thermal behavior during the reaction. 

Comparing with egg-shell, the core shell catalyst was showing the lower ∆TAxial of 

2.1 °C/cm, which is showing the more overal tempreture uniform through the bed 

and ∆Tradial was  measure as 4.1 °C/mm. 

 

Figure 48. Temperature profile; core-shell mesoporous alumina support MAM-CS at 245 °C. 
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Figure 49. Core-Shell catalyst support with 2 mm copper core coated with impregnated MAM shell. 

 

By comparing the FT performance of core-shell and egg-shell catalyst under the 

same reaction conditions it is showing that due to the lower cobalt used in core shell 

structure and also fast dissipation of the heat generated from the FT reaction the 

productivity per unit mass of cobalt is almost two times higher than egg shell 

catalyst while the volumetric productivity shows 26 % increase at 245 °C ans 380 

h-1. At the same temperature an only by increasing the GHSV from 380 to 765 h-1, 

productivity of the process increases increases by 122 % for both volumetric and 

per mass of Co calculations while in compare with the egg-shell these two indexs 

showing 18% and 107 % better performance, respectively. At 255 °C, both 

productivities showing 88% boosts with two fold increase in GHSV. Comparing 

with egg-shell, at 255 °C nd by increasing the GHSV, productivity per mass of Co 

is showing 111% and 120% increase and volumetric productivity shows 36% and 

32% more product. Depending on both temperature and GHSV, the CO conversions 

were between 60 % to 70 % in MAM-CS and 68 % to 85 % in MAM-ES case which 
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is probably caused by presence of 37.5 % wt. more Cobalt in egg-shell catalyst bed 

in compare to core-sheel. At 255 °C , the MAM-CS is produces a 50% lower 

methane than the MAM-ES catalyst and average percent crude C5+ product yield is 

marginally better than egg-shell catalyst. Aside all of the mentioned factors, the 

most intresting fact in comparing the products of the egg-shell and core-shell is 

that, using later favors liquid range products while the former was making 

dominantly waxes. It could be casued by more local temperature homogenuity in 

case using a copper core that maintain a suficiant tempreture to the cold sputs to 

produce the liquid form products. At 245 °C, 100% of the product were in liquid 

range and by incresing the tempreture to 255 °C 94.7 % of produced C5+ 

hydrocarbons were liquid. So, using a copper core coated MAM catalyst leads to 

production of maximum liquid range products.  

Catalyst 

Mass 

Flow 
GHSV Temp. 

Mass of 

C5+ g 

Mass 

of 

Aquous 

Phase 

g 

Productivity Product Analysis 
Temprature 

gradiant 

SCCM h-1  °C Oil Wax 

Per 

unit 

mass 

of 

Co       

mg 

C5+ 

/g Co 

. h 

Per unit 

volume of 

the reactor  

mg 

C5+/mLCat 

. h 

% 

CO 

Conv. 

% 

SC5+ 

% 

SCH4 

%S 

C5+ 

to 

Aq. 

%S 

Oil 

to 

C5+ 

% 

Crude 

C5+ 

Yield 

∆TAxial 

°C/cm 

∆TRadial 

°C/mm 

MAM-

CS 

100 380 245 24.5 0 102 102.1 8.1 61 88 10.2 24.0 100.0 30.8 2.1 4.1 

MAM-

CS 

200 765 245 54.4 0 207 226.7 18.0 60 89 9.0 26.3 100.0 33.7 3.7 1.6 

MAM-
CS 

100 380 255 33 2 132 145.8 11.6 70 85 13.0 26.5 94.3 34.0 5 4.1 

MAM-

CS 

200 765 255 62.5 3.5 245 275.0 21.9 67 85 10.0 26.9 94.7 34.5 5 4.1 
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Table 15.  FTS performance for alumina based of core-shell catalyst. 
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6.5. FTS by the Thermally modified egg-shell catalysts 

(Al-MAM-ES, Gr-MAM-ES, RC-MAM-ES, SC-MAM-ES, Cu-MAM-ES) 

 

Gr-MAM-ES 

Drawn from the current and previouly reported studies, both mass and heat transfer 

of catalyst effects are discussed in aformentioned sections. In the other approach 

for modifying the thermal property of the MAM supports, we tried to add the 

conductive powders to the formulation of the supports realising a better sidpersion 

of the thermally conductive spots within the catalyst particle and therefore through 

the bed. Therefore, the aluminum (Al), graphite (Gr), rainey cobalt (RC), Silica 

carbide (SC), and copper (Cu) were initially assumed to act as thermal modiefier 

addetives. The amount of added conductive powders were 16-17% in all supports 

except in graphite promoted which was 22%. The table xx. shows the physical 

properties of each composite support were measured by N2 adsorption and crushing 

strength test.  

Combination of different thermally conductive powders into Ru promoted Co 

catalyst influenced the catalytic behavior of the FT reaction such as Co conversion, 

property of the product, selectivity of each component, and profitability of the 

process so the FTS performance of each thermally modified catalyst support is 

shown in table 16. 
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Table 16. FT performans of the thermally modified catalyst supports. 

 

For taking the advantageous of the higher productivity of the egg-shell 

impregnated catalyst which is discussed in the previous sections all prepared 

thermally modified supports were impregnated with the egg-shell form with an 

average impregnating depth of 0.5 mm. The mass of cobalt on all impregnations 

were kept constant and were calculated based on mass of the porous alumina in the 

composite. In all of these FT runs the catalysts  contains an estimated amount of 

1.7 g  Cobalt presented in the reactor. The tempreture pfofile of each catalyst under 

FT conditions were showing different heat disipation through the catalyst bed. The 

following graphs are showing the tempreture profiles during the FTS for each 

thermally modified catalyst support. 
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Figure 50. Temperature profile of Al-MAM-ES catalyst under 380 h-1 GHSV and at 245 °C. 

 

The FTS performance of the Al-MAM-ES catalysts were investigated at the 

same two different temperature and GHSV to compare apply by apple with MAM-

CS under the same reactor conditions. At 245 °C the productivity per mass of 

catalyst was lower than MAM-CS but at 255 °C the same parameter was higher 

with using the Al-MAM-ES which is showing the better performance at higher 

temperatures. 
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Figure 51. Temperature profile of Al-MAM-ES catalyst under 765 h-1 GHSV and at 255 °C 

The volumetric productivity though was almost same by using both catalyst. 

The average CO conversion was 72.5 % with Al-MAM-ES and 8 % higher than 

MAM-CS. The average crude C5+ productivity Al-MAM-ES was 5.3 % higher than 

Al-MAM-ES. Depending on reaction temperature Al-MAM-ES catalyst makes 

42.4 to 71.8 % liquid oil over total C5+ products wich is more than two fold higher 

than MAM-ES and 3.5 to 6 times better than CMS-ES catalysts. The axial 

tempreture gradient with using Al-MAM-ES was as low as 1.1 °C/cm and the 

average radial gradient of the tempreture was lower than in the same range as core-

shell catalysts. 
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Figure 52. Egg-shell impregnated thermally modified Al-MAM support prior to calcination. 

 

By comparing the thermally improved catalysts together, the table xx is 

showing presence of  silica carbide and aluminum powder in MAM could helps 

the productivity of the FT process. The temperature gradients measuring in both 

Al-MAM-ES and SC-MAM-ES demonstrates an improvement . As a results using 

SC-MAM-ES is produces preety much same C5+ with respect to unit volume of 

the reactor in compare to Al-MAM-ES. 

Applying the graphite, rainey cobalt is defenately helps the process in 

compare to typical egg-shell and fully impregnated catalysts. For activating the 

Gr-MAM-ES and Cu-MAM-ES catalyst we had to increase the tempreture of the 

reaction as high as 259 °C for former and 261 °C on later. As it was expected both 

axial and radial temperature gradients wer improved through addition of themally 

conductive powders in MAM frame. 

By adding the Cupper to the support structure (Cu-MAM-ES) the 

productivity of the FTS reduces even lower than MAM-ES, the GC-MS results 

from aquous phase shows that the presence of the Copper in the catalyst matrix 
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fovors the production of the oxygenates such as alcohols and acetic acid rather 

than linear alkanes. Among them, the average percent crude oil yield is 33.8 % by 

using Al-MAM-ES and 27.9 by RC-MAM-ES and 24 % with SC-MAM-ES 25 % 

when the Gr-MAM-ES is used. However the same parameter was as low as an 

average of 17.3 when the FT was conducted on  Cu-MAM-ES catalyst. 

 

Figure 53. Temperature profile of Gr-MAM-ES catalyst under 380 h-1 GHSV and at 259 °C. 

 

Figure 54. Gr-MAM with catalyst support prior to impregnation. 
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Figure 55. Temperature profile of RC-MAM-ES catalyst under 380 h-1 GHSV and at 245 °C. 

 

Figure 56. Thermally modified RC-MAM catalyst support prior to impregnation. 
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Figure 57. Temperature profile of SC-MAM-ES catalyst under 380 h-1 GHSV and at 245 °C. 

  

 

Figure 58. Thermally modified SC-MAM catalyst support prior to impregnation. 
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Figure 59. Temperature profile of SC-MAM-ES catalyst under 380 h-1 GHSV and at 261 °C. 

 

Figure 60. Thermally modified catalyst support prior to impregnation. 
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6.6. FTS by the Thermally modified core-shell catalysts; Al-MAM-CS 

In the bolder approach for increasing the thermall conductivity of the 

catalyst supports for better thermal management of the FT reactor we tried to 

combine the core-shell format with the thermally improved format. Therefore, in 

an ambodiment a paste contains 16% aluminum powder was presented in the MAM 

and coated with a 0.5 mm thickness around the supper conductive copper core. The 

obtained support were impregnated with cobalt and promoted with rutheneum in 

the same protocol as used for all previous catalysts.  Table 17. is showing the FT 

performance of the Al-MAM-CS catalyst. 

Table 17. FT resuls of ther thermally modified core-shell catalyst Al-MAM-CS. 

 

The axial tempreture gradient ∆TAxial of the catalyst was measured as of 2 

°C/cm with the radial ∆TRadial measure of the equal to 2 which is showing the 

highlly uniform tempreture distribution through the catalyst bed. The FT carried 

out at 245 °C under 380 h-1 and 765 h-1 syngas hourly space velocity. Both 

productivity indexes are show the an two fold increased by doubling down the 

GHSV parameter of the reaction. Depending on GHSV The productivity per mass 

of cobalt were 17 % and 5.5 % higher than the core-shel and much higher than all 

other catalyst designs. Moreover, volumetric productivity boosts 59 % and 44 % 

with using Al-MAM-CS rather than Al-MAM-ES, respectively. The Al-MAM-CS 

catalyst has an 70 to 74.4 % oil to C5+ ratio  which was an average of 9 % more 
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thatn all thermally improved candidates and in compare to Al-MAM-ES with 94.3 

% to 100 % and MAM-ES with 26 % to 47 % ratios which shows an increase in 

liquid production in compare to egg-shell and thermally improved catalysts. The 

carbon conversion of the Al-MAM-CS was between 76 to 78 % with respect to 

different GHSV at measured temperature of 245 °C incompare to 60 to 61 % by 

MAM-CS and 70 to 74 % via Al-MAM-ES. 

 

 

Figure 61. Temperature profile of the Al-MAM-CS catalyst durin the FTS under 380 h-1 GHSV and at 245 °C.. 
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6.7. FT products 

The product distribution of the present work is classified in tail gas, light 

oil, heavy oil, and aqueous phase. The following chromatograms is obtained by 

GC-MS of the different C5+ products collected from the cold and hot traps. 

 

Figure 62. The product distribution of the light oil collected from the cold trap. 
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Figure 63. GC-MS; The FT product distribution of The FT wax collected from the hot trap. 

 

Figure 64. GC-MS; The FT product distribution of a mixture of light and heavy oil. 
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